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I 

ABSTRACT 

Energy is a resource of fundamental importance and if there is one thing that 

the world is going to need more in the future, it's energy. Increased energy 

demand is a major factor for the energy industry to invest in innovative 

technologies by developing processes and products that deliver improved 

efficiency and environmental performance. With oil continues to satisfy a 

major part of the energy needs, it is important for oil companies to invest 

wisely in Research and Development (R&D) projects. 

 

Literature is full of methods that address the problem of R&D portfolio 

selection. Despite their availability, R&D portfolio selection methods are not 

used widely. This is due to lacking several issues identified by researchers 

and practitioners. As a result, R&D portfolio selection is still an important area 

of concern. This research proposes a multi-attribute decision making 

methodology for selecting R&D portfolios with a case study of implementation 

of the methodology in the Saudi oil refining industry. Driven by the research 

question and some gaps identified in the related literature review, the 

methodology has been modified and improved. The methodology includes 

methods and techniques that aim to give insights to decision makers to 

evaluate individual projects and select the R&D portfolio. 

 

The methodology is divided into three stages with different steps in each 

stage by combining and modifying two well-known multi-attribute decision 

making methods:  the Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) and 

the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). 



   
 

 

II 

The case study describes further methods such as Integer Linear 

Programming (ILP) and Monte Carlo simulation for generating data to test the 

validation and operationality of the methodology. It is designed in a step-by-

step, easy to apply way and considers the decision making type in a national 

oil company. It includes the preferences of the decision makers and takes 

into consideration the multiple, monetary and non- monetary, attributes that 

ought to be considered to satisfy not only the objectives of the Saudi national 

company (Aramco), but the strategic goals of the Saudi government as well. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

1.1 Background and the Importance of the Subject 

Energy is a resource of fundamental importance and if there is one thing that 

the world is going to need more in the future, it's energy. With an average 

annual growth rate of 1.6 percent, the world‟s energy needs are estimated to 

be more than 50 percent higher in 2030 than 2007 (Birol 2007). Increased 

energy demand as a result of economic growth of some developing countries 

(e.g. China and India) and concerns about climate change are major 

challenges for the energy industry. Companies in this industry must now 

respond to these global challenges by increasing their production capacity, 

improving the efficiency of their current products and investing in innovative 

technologies to develop processes and products that deliver improved 

efficiency and environmental performance.  

 

Fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas will continue to satisfy a great portion of 

the world‟s energy needs for the next 20 years (International Energy Agency 

2005) while other alternatives suffer from limitations and significant technical 

challenges. The world will continue to rely on that kind of fuel, and oil in 

particular, with alternatives complementing oil but not replacing it. Therefore, 

the role of research and development (R&D) is highly important for oil 

companies and the need to wisely select R&D projects is more essential than 

before. 
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Companies operating in the oil industry can be classified into National Oil 

Companies (NOCs) and International Oil Companies (IOCs). Holding about 

ninety percent of the world‟s oil reserves, NOCs are state-owned companies 

that provide economic fortunes for their respective countries. Many of them 

are emerging on the international level to compete with oil majors, which left 

when the host countries nationalised their oil sector, by developing new oil 

reserves overseas and investing in international activities such as oil refining 

and retailing. In order to encourage competitiveness, some NOCs are being 

partially privatised while other countries maintained full control over their oil 

companies. All oil companies share the same goal of reaching commercial 

success through maximising revenue but NOCs, that carry the flag of their 

countries, have more responsibilities than private-owned IOCs in order to 

satisfy national expectations, for example, through employing and training 

young people, developing local technological capabilities, creating 

opportunities for the private sector and developing the country‟s 

infrastructure.  

 

In her study of five NOCs, Marcel (2006) shows that NOCs are generally 

distinct from IOCs in many ways:  

 They have a strong domestic reserve base with a monopoly (or near 

monopoly) over their countries‟ resources without a majority of 

shareholders. 

 Middle Eastern NOCs do not necessary need to develop 

internationally since they have very large size reserves. 
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 They have an obligation to satisfy the domestic demand with 

affordable energy. 

 Finances of NOCs are not independent form their government. 

 Their operations and strategy are restricted by government directives. 

 

The study also shows that each company from the five NOCs (Saudi 

Aramco, the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC), the National Iranian Oil 

Company (NIOC), Sonatrach of Algeria, and the Abu Dhabi National Oil 

Company (ADNOC)) is unique although they have common cultural, 

historical, and political references. Nevertheless, all NOCs and IOCs face the 

same major industry challenges and need to find solutions to beat those 

challenges. Table 1-1 and Table 1-2 shows similarity in the classification of 

oil operations for some famous companies of both IOCs and NOCs. The 

empty cells in the tables denote that the relevant operations are not currently 

carried out by the company. 

 

Table 1-1: Operations of IOCs 

 Upstream Operations Downstream Operations 

Company Exploration Production Development Refining Petrochemicals Distribution Marketing 

ExxonMobil        

Shell        

Chevron        

BP        

ConocoPhillips        

Total        

Sinopec        

ENI        

Pemex        

Marathon Oil        

Repsol YPF        

Lukoil        
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Table 1-2: Operations of NOCs 

  Upstream Operations Downstream Operations 

Company Country Exploration Production Development Refining Petrochemicals Distribution Marketing 

ARAMCO 
Saudi 
Arabia 

       

SONATRACH Algeria        

Rosneft Russia        

KPC Kuwait        

NIOC IRAN        

ADNOC UAE        

CNOOC, 
CNPC 

China        

PETRONAS Malaysia        

NOC of Libya Libya        

Petrobras Brazil        

Pertamina Indonesia        

PDVSA Venezuela        

Statoil Norway        

 

 

As the world‟s leading oil producer and exporter, Saudi Aramco (Arabian 

American Company) is an oil company fully owned by the Saudi Arabian 

government and provides most of the state‟s income. Saudi Arabia is 

regarded as a key player in the oil industry and central to steadily, more 

interdependent global economy, with high influence on decisions related to 

the Middle East, Arabic area and Islamic world. As a member of the 

Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), the country 

produces about 33 percent of OPEC‟s total crude oil production and 

continues the policy of coordination among member countries to maintain 

their common interests. The responsibility of Aramco towards the country is 

very high not only because of economic profitability but also because of other 

internal and external factors that influence the Saudi oil industry (see section 

6.2). 
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Aramco is the world‟s largest crude oil producer with production capacity of 

10.5 million barrels per day and holds 259.9 billion barrels of crude oil 

reserves, which equal one-quarter of the world‟s proven oil reserves (Saudi 

Aramco 2008). In 1980, the Saudi Government acquired 100 percent 

participation interest in Aramco, purchasing almost all of the company's 

assets from major U.S. oil companies known now as Texaco, ExxonMobil 

and Chevron. Aramco is also the discoverer and producer of Ghawar Field, 

the world's largest onshore oil field, and Safanyia Field, the world‟s largest 

offshore oil field. Similarly to other oil companies, oil operations at Aramco 

are classified mainly into upstream and downstream operations (see Figure 

1-1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1: Classification of Aramco’s Oil Operations 

 

Upstream operations are responsible of oil exploration, development of oil 

wells and oil production. Exploration is the first step to make oil and its 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 Aramco’s Oil 

Operations 

Upstream 

Development 

Production 

Exploration 

Downstream 

Distribution Marketing 

Refining 
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products available to the world with the aim of finding oil fields hidden deep 

underground. After geologists and geophysicists of exploration teams locate 

oil trapped in geological environments using advanced technologies, 

development begins by studying oil reservoirs to determine exactly the 

amount of oil available and how it can be safely and effectively extracted or 

produced. Production starts after drilling oil wells with oil free-flowing from 

most of oil-producing wells. Oil is then piped to a Gas Oil Separation Plant 

(GOSP) where water and the majority of dissolved gases are extracted. Oil is 

then transported to major stabilising facilities for final gas separation and 

removal of hydrogen sulphide and delivered afterward to refining or 

distribution. 

 

Downstream operations, on the other hand, consist of oil refining, distribution 

and marketing. In order to be used, crude oil must be refined (or broken 

down) into products with the specific characteristics to handle certain jobs 

well (e.g. diesel to power cars) (Conaway 1999). Oil refining is an essential 

operation to provide markets with important products such as gasoline, 

kerosene diesel and asphalt. Aramco is regarded as number 10 in worldwide 

refining capacity and operates five domestic refineries and two domestic 

joint-venture refineries. More than half of the company‟s refining capacity is 

at international equity and joint-venture refineries. A broad network of bulk 

plants and air-fuelling units strategically located throughout the Kingdom 

supplies thousands of bulk customers with products ranging from gasoline 

and jet fuel to fuel oil and liquefied petroleum gas. Added to this are gigantic 

tank farms that enable terminal exports of crude, natural gas liquids and 
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refined products through the Arabian Gulf and the Red Sea. Interconnected 

with these storage facilities are extensive delivery systems that enable timely 

and reliable delivery of product. In a continually evolving world, the Saudi 

Aramco supply and distribution operations strive to surpass customer 

expectations by providing state-of-the-art facilities run by a world-class 

workforce. 

 

One downstream operation that is not of Aramco‟s current interest is 

production of petrochemicals (e.g. plastics, chemicals and fertilizers) which is 

under the responsibility of another company, partially owned by the Saudi 

government, called SABIC (Saudi Basic Industries Corporation). The 

feedstocks for petrochemical plants are provided largely by refineries and 

include naphtha, kerosene, and light gas oil. Natural gas processing plants 

are also a source of feedstock, providing natural gas, ethane and LPG 

(Liquefied Petroleum Gas). 

 

Aramco has a strong national focus but it runs like a private oil company. 

Decision making in all five NOCs tends to be slow and careful because 

managers in those companies want to protect themselves from the 

consequences of a bad decision. In Aramco specifically, managers are more 

involved operationally due to their concerns about any wrongdoings or 

inefficiencies being uncovered under their watch.  
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1.1.1 R&D Portfolio Selection 

R&D is an important activity and some companies invest heavily in R&D due 

to the challenges of the new millennium and the future effect of R&D on the 

continuity (and sometimes the existence) of companies. In 2004, it was 

estimated that the five largest companies in the US oil refining market 

(ConocoPhilips, Exxon Mobil Corp., BP plc, Valero Energy Group and 

Chevron Texaco Corp.) spent a total of US$1.7 billion in R&D, with Exxon 

Mobil spending US$649 million alone (Euromonitor International 2005a). In 

the UK, the total R&D activity for the major companies in the same year 

reached a value of around US$3 billion (Euromonitor International 2005b).   

 

The common problem of selecting R&D projects comes from the existence of 

more projects to be carried out than the available resources (e.g. money, 

staff and equipment) (Martino 1995). Many methods and techniques are 

available in literature with the aim of selecting R&D portfolios. 

 

In reality, R&D portfolio selection methods are not used widely. The methods 

highlighted in chapter 3 lack one or more of the following issues (see for 

example Baker & Freeland 1975, Martino 1995, Cooper et al. 2001; Stummer 

& Heidenberger 2003): 

 Treatment of multiple, often interrelated, criteria. 

 Treatment of risk and uncertainty. 

 Treatment of project interrelationship with respect both to value 

contribution and to resource utilization. 
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 Recognition and incorporation of the experience and knowledge of the 

R&D manager. 

 Recognition and treatment of non-monetary aspects  

 Perceptions held by the R&D managers that the models are 

unnecessarily difficult to understand and use. 

 Treatment of the time variant property of data and criteria and the 

associated problem of consistency in the research program and the 

research staff. 

 The portfolio reflects the enterprise‟s business strategy. 

 

1.2 Research Outline 

This research attempts to develop some remedies of the problems and gaps 

identified in literature and practice which are highlighted in section 1.1.1 and 

3.5, within the boundaries and limits stated in section 1.2.3. 

 

The topic of this research is R&D portfolio selection, and the research object 

is the Saudi oil company: Aramco. Based on this topic, research questions 

have been formulated and research aim and objectives have been identified. 

 

1.2.1 Research Questions 

Based on literature review in chapters 2 and 3, needs identified in practice 

and interviews with people working in the area of R&D, the research 

questions were designed and further modified. Research aim and objectives 

were formulated to answer the research questions. 
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The main research question was formulated as follows: 

 How can an appropriate decision making methodology be 

designed and implemented for R&D project evaluation and 

portfolio selection at government-owned oil enterprises? 

 

The following additional questions have been derived to explain the main 

research question in depth: 

1. How can enterprises evaluate and select R&D portfolios?  

2. How will R&D portfolio selection help enterprises to achieve their 

business goals and objectives? 

3. What are the characteristics of government-owned and private oil 

enterprises? 

4. How can the decision making style of enterprises affect the 

process of evaluating and selecting R&D portfolios? 

 

1.2.2 Research Aim and Objectives 

In order to answer the main research question of designing and implementing 

a decision making methodology for selecting R&D portfolio, research aim 

was identified and research objectives were formulated. 

 

The aim of this research is to develop a decision making methodology to 

enable enterprises to identify, evaluate and select R&D projects that form the 

enterprise‟s R&D investment portfolio. Detailed research objectives are 

explained below: 
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1. To explore methods and techniques of R&D project evaluation and 

portfolio selection.  

2. To investigate the differences between private and government-

owned oil enterprises. 

3. To study project attributes and preferences used by decision 

makers to evaluate and select R&D portfolios. 

4. To provide tools and methods that can give the decision maker 

insights and help to select R&D portfolio.  

5. To incorporate different project attributes, R&D portfolio selection 

methods, and decision making methods and tools in a decision 

making methodology, and to test this in an industrial scenario 

(Saudi oil company: Aramco) 

 

The decision making methodology introduced in this research aims to 

address the research objectives described above by providing the tools and 

methods that will enable decision makers to evaluate and select R&D 

portfolios in a form of a step-by-step procedure. The case study 

demonstrated the application of the methodology at the Saudi oil company 

„Aramco‟ for selecting oil refining R&D portfolio. 

 

Within the context of the research outline, the research key components are 

highlighted below: 

 Literature review on decision making and its different approaches 

(chapter 2). 
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 Literature review on R&D project evaluation and portfolio selection 

(chapter 3). 

 Development of the proposed decision making methodology for 

selecting R&D portfolio (chapter 5). 

 Application of the methodology on selecting oil refining R&D portfolio 

at Aramco (chapter 6). 

 Revision and modification of the methodology based on the case 

study as well as further academic and industrial research (chapter 6). 

 

1.2.3 Research Boundaries and Limits 

Within the boundary of project management, this research attempts to 

address the process of identifying R&D projects, setting the attributes to 

evaluate projects and selecting the investment portfolio. It does not go 

beyond to the project execution phase where projects could continue going, 

halt or terminated. 

 

Many portfolio selection methods and techniques deal with the result of 

project evaluation as the final portfolio without making sure whether it is 

aligned with the enterprise‟s objectives and decision maker‟s preferences. 

The proposed methodology separates project evaluation from portfolio 

selection in a different stage to enable balancing of the final portfolio. 

 

This research assumes the involvement of the decision maker in all the 

stages and steps of the methodology. Most of the steps of the methodology 
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require the input of the decision maker applying easy-to-use methods and 

techniques that have been used and tested in other related researches. 

 

Finally, the case study was carried out to demonstrate the application and 

evaluation of the decision making methodology in oil refining operations at 

Aramco, therefore generalisation would be adequate for any other cases of 

the same type (Kumar 2005; Yin 2009) assuming that the case is typical of 

cases of government-owned companies. 

 

Aramco supplied the researcher with many important information about the 

company and its R&D oil refining activities but, due to security and 

confidentiality issues from Aramco, numerical data was produced using 

simulation instead of real data despite a gentlemen agreement of providing 

real data with senior decision makers in the Saudi Ministry of Petroleum and 

Mineral Resources, and the Saudi Ministry of Economy and Planning. This is 

a common concern in NOCs since oil issues are dealt with as a political issue 

rather than an economic one (Marcel 2006). Applying simulation gave the 

researcher insights about the operationality of the methodology and how to 

modify it to reasonably suits R&D portfolio selection.  

 

Further assumptions and limitations are related to the methods and 

techniques used in the different stages of the decision making methodology. 
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1.3 Research Design and Methodology 

The methodology used for this research can be described as an applied, 

explanatory, exploratory, and mixed (quantitative and qualitative) type, with 

the method of case study is applied to develop and test a decision making 

methodology for R&D portfolio selection in the Saudi oil refining industry.  

 

Choosing case study method is to address the „how‟ research question for 

selecting R&D portfolios that is related to a real-life problem. The decision 

making methodology for R&D portfolio selections applies different methods 

and techniques to help R&D decision makers to implement them at their 

enterprises. 

 

The overall research design is illustrated in Figure 1-2. Further discussion of 

research design and methodology is presented in chapter 4.  

 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis consists of seven main chapters. Figure 1-3 illustrates an 

overview of the structure of the thesis. Following the introduction chapter, 

chapter 2 contains relevant literature and background in the field of the 

theory of decision making. Chapter 3 covers the literature of R&D portfolio 

selections and its various methods used. Chapter 4 presents in details the 

research design and methodology used in this particular research. 
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Figure 1-2: Overall Research Design 
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Chapter 5 introduces the multi-attribute decision making methodology for 

selecting R&D portfolios. The methodology comprises three main stages 

formed of steps which are described thoroughly in this chapter. The 

preparatory stage includes forming the decision maker(s) who will go through 

the different steps of the methodology to select the final R&D portfolio. This 

stage identifies the objectives and constraints of the current selection period, 

and the different attributes that R&D projects and portfolio will be judged 

against. The project evaluation stage assesses alternative projects to realise 

their benefit to the enterprise. Choosing the final group of R&D projects to be 

funded is done in the portfolio selection stage. 

 

In chapter 6, an industrial case study is illustrated. The industrial case study 

reports the way of applying the methodology in Aramco. It goes through the 

different stages of the methodology with considering two different scenarios 

of R&D projects being homogeneous or not. The case study shows how 

Monte Carlo simulation was used to represent the numerical responses of 

decision makers. 

 

Finally, chapter 7 presents a discussion and conclusions about the 

methodology and the case study; with research contributions and 

suggestions of future work are discussed at the end of this chapter. 
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Figure 1-3: Structure of the Thesis 
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2 DECISION MAKING 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Every individual in his life will face occasions that he/she needs to make 

decisions about. Some of the decisions will have a small effect on life and 

some will affect the whole life. Decisions are so important that they may lead 

to success or failure for managers and organisations. 

 

This chapter is a literature review of the theory of decision making. Section 

2.2 discusses the different definitions of the term „decision‟ and the nature of 

decision making. The process of making decisions is covered in section 2.3, 

while section 2.4 presents the different approaches of decision making and 

representative methods of some decision making approaches.  

 

2.2 Definitions 

Before discussing the process of decision making, it is important to explore 

the different definitions of the term „decision‟. Ofstad (1961) stated three 

alternative definitions: “To say that a person has made a decision may mean: 

1. that he has started a series of behavioural reactions in favour of 

something, or it may mean 

2. that he has made up his mind to do a certain action, which he has no 

doubts that he ought to do. But perhaps the most common use of this 

term is this: to make a decision means 
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3. to make a judgment regarding what one ought to do in a situation after 

having deliberated on some alternative courses of action.” 

 

Baron (2000) defines a decision as a choice of actions to achieve goals 

based on beliefs about those actions and their ability to reach goals. Harrison 

(1999) expands that definition to describe a decision as “a moment in an 

ongoing process of evaluating alternatives for meeting an objective, at which 

expectations about a particular course of action impel the decision maker to 

select that course of action most likely to result in attaining the objective”. 

 

Other authors argued about decision-making as a process. Simon (1960) 

deals with decision making as a process of three phases. First: finding 

occasions for making a decision, second: finding possible courses of action, 

and finally: choosing among courses of action. 

 

Bunn (1984) splits decisions into three types as follows: 

1. Intuitive decisions are those choices that individuals make almost 

instinctively and people just know what to do in certain situations. 

2. Programmed decisions occur when a defined set of guidelines or 

instructions is present when making a decision. 

3. Analytical decisions are those important ones about which one must 

think carefully. 
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Decision making could be normative, descriptive or prescriptive. According to 

Bell et al. (1988), if the decision maker prefers alternative A to B, and prefers 

B to C, then the normative decision making means that he/she will also have 

a preference for A over C. This shows how the decision maker „ought‟ to 

make a decision. Sometimes in reality, a decision maker may have cyclical 

preferences: A over B, B over C, and C over A. This is descriptive decision 

making that shows how a decision „is‟ made. If the decision maker have two 

alternatives: A and C, and he/she must choose one of them, introducing a 

hypothetical alternative B for which the decision maker finds it comfortable to 

say that he/she prefers A to B and B to C may help the decision maker to 

believe that A is better than C. This sort of decision making is not normative 

(A is preferred to C if and only if there exists B) or descriptive (the decision 

maker could do this for himself). It is called prescriptive decision making. 

 

Before making any decision, the decision maker must have a clear grasp of 

the context surrounding a decision problem. It is important to explore in detail 

the context in which managerial decision problems arise. Ignoring the nature 

and environment of decision problems result in poor planning, fire fighting 

and crisis management. Jennings and Wattam (1998) states four aspects 

that are almost always important in determining the nature of a decision 

problem as follows: 

1. The level of decision-making. There are three levels of decision-

making. Strategic decision making where decisions are likely to have a 

significant impact on the whole system over time, and tactical decision 

making where only elements of the system are likely to be affected. 
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Between these two levels there is a whole range of operational 

decision making in most management environment which is often 

associated with particular management functional areas such as 

finance or production. The effects of tactical or operational decisions 

may affect the whole system over time and there are links between the 

three levels of decision-making and the other factors discussed below. 

 

2. The time horizon. There are two phases for time horizon: the period 

available for decision making and the planning period over which 

decision making is effective. Considering the period available for 

decision-making, it is one of the resources available to aid decision 

making. Some decisions must be made immediately. These are 

usually tactical decisions that will not affect the whole system but 

managers should not make such decisions if they are strategic 

decisions. 

 

The categoraisation into short, medium, and long term is frequently 

made when considering the planning period. Exact length of each 

category depends on the nature of business but rough estimation 

might be less than 6 months for short term, between 6 and 24 months 

for medium term, and more than 24 months for long term periods. 

Long term periods are very difficult because of the difficulty of 

forecasting future needs and changes in the market. 
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3. Frequency. There are two types of decisions based on frequency: 

one-off and recurrent decisions. Higher level longer term courses of 

action at the strategic level are the association of one-off decisions. 

Recurrent decisions are associated with lower level tactical decision 

making and shorter time horizon. If the important decisions are 

recurrent, it is important to develop strategies and solution approaches 

that are rational, effective and consistent. 

 

4. Resources. These are the resources available for decision making not 

the resources about which decisions may be made. Resources such 

as personnel, budget, information, analytic skills, and consultants must 

be available to make the quality of decisions much better. 

 

2.3 The Process of Making Decisions 

Most of the decision-making approaches deal with decision making as a 

process. Clemen and Reilly (2001) describe this process as a six-phases 

process assuming that the decision maker develops the alternatives. These 

phases are shown in Figure 2-1. 

 

The first phase for a decision maker is to identify the decision situation and 

understand the objectives in that situation. The trouble is not in finding the 

problem; the decision maker sometimes has trouble with identifying the exact 

problem and verifying its boundaries, and may, therefore, treat the wrong 

problem.  
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Figure 2-1: Decision Making Process (Source: Clemen & Reilly 2001) 
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After establishing the decision situation and objective, the second phase is to 

discover and create alternatives. Understanding objectives and careful 

examination of them help the decision maker to identify different alternatives. 

 

Modelling is an important feature of the process of decision making. 

Analogue and symbolic models are used widely. Mathematics has a role to 

play in modelling, and the development of computers and computer systems 

has had a big impact on decision making. The decision maker can use 

decision trees and hierarchies to structure the problem and represent 

relationships between different objectives and performance measures. 

Models of uncertainty use probabilities to inherent the uncertainty in the 

problem. Mathematical representation of subjective preferences can help 

indicating a „preferred‟ alternative. The decision maker implements decision 

models in the next phase to choose the best alternative. 

 

The fifth phase is to apply sensitivity analysis, which answers „what if‟ 

questions. It shows the consequences of selecting an alternative solution if 

the decision maker applied small changes to some aspects of the decision 

model. If these changes lead to changing the selected alternative, the 

decision is considered sensitive and the decision maker may need to 

reconsider more carefully those aspects to which the decision is sensitive. 

The process allows the decision maker to return back to the first, second 

and/or third phase to make modifications. If the decision maker reaches 

satisfaction about an alternative, the final phase is to implement the chosen 

alternative. 
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This decision process is iterative. The decision maker may develop or 

change his/her perception of the decision problem, objectives or models 

while going through the different phases of the process. However, returning 

back to some phases, like redefinition of the problem after modelling, may be 

costly and may cause negative consequences. 

 

The basic idea for a decision making process is similar for most of the 

authors. Elbing (1978) suggested five steps for a decision-making process: 

1. Perception of the environment or situation: observing and becoming 

sensitive to potential problem situations. 

2. Diagnosis: attempting to understand what is happening in a particular 

problem situation. 

3. Definition of the problem to be solved: identifying and stating a 

problem in relation to organisational and personal goals. 

4. Determination of alternative methods and solutions and choice of the 

best solution: selecting a course of action from a series of alternatives. 

5. Implementation of the chosen solution: the entire process of 

actualising the chosen solution. 

 

All the decision makers prefer a decision making process that will guide them 

directly to the solution of their decision problem, which does not exist. The 

process of decision making has some limitations to be straightforward due to 

several factors that influence the decision maker, information needed, and 

the organisation. 
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Clarity of the problem and objectives is very important. The decision maker 

may decide the suitability of an alternative over other alternatives based on a 

wrong understanding of the problem. Some problems involve a group of 

people to make decisions and the compatibility of the understanding of the 

problem and objectives between these people is also very essential. 

 

Decision makers always set time limits to each step in the decision making 

process. It is important to set these time limits accurately and also, 

accomplish each step in its scheduled duration. If the decision maker could 

not meet the scheduled time for any step, the following step and the whole 

process will be affected. Decisions will be made based on intuition because 

the decision makers do not have enough time. 

 

Cost is another factor that may limit the decision making process. It is not 

easy to obtain information needed to make decisions within organisations 

and the only way is to „buy‟ this information from those who have it. If the 

information is very costly and the decision makers cannot acquire it, the 

decision making process is surely affected. 

 

2.4 Approaches to Decision Making 

There are many approaches to decision making and they depend on the 

ideas and opinion of researchers and authors. In this research, some 

approaches will be discussed such as: behavioural, organisational, 

operational research, and multiple-criteria decision making. 
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2.4.1 Behavioural Decision Making 

This approach is based on the behaviour of the decision maker. There is 

always a motivation force generated by some causes and purposes that can 

tell why a person makes a particular decision. The basic aim of modeling 

human behaviour is to model a business process that increases workforce 

enthusiasm considering all aspects of human behaviour including group 

dynamics, project work climate, and organisational culture. 

 

Behavioural decision making is to understand how people make decisions 

and how they can make the decision making process more effective and 

efficient. The behaviour sciences are applicable to decision processes from 

both quantitative and qualitative viewpoints to improve a stronger foundation 

for making better decisions. The decision maker's style and characteristics 

can be classified as: the thinker, the cowboy (snap and uncompromising), 

Machiavellian (ends justifies the means), the historian (how others did it), the 

cautious (even nervous), etc. 

 

2.4.2 Organisational Decision Making 

This approach says that the decision making process is not based on the 

individual‟s behaviour acting in isolation as the behavioural decision making 

approach claims. The organisational theory has been focused on examining 

how the task the individual is engaged in or the environment in which it 

operates influences the decisions made by the organisation.  
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Type of information, environment of the decision problem, training, skills, 

resources, and organisational goals have as much influence on the 

organisational decisions as the behaviour of the individuals does. The 

organisational approach does not neglect the factor of human‟s behaviour but 

at the same time it gives importance to facts, figures, and information 

structure and applies some numerical and mathematical models to aid the 

behavioural decisions. Neural networks, genetic algorithms and simulation 

are examples of computational methods used by the organisational decision 

making approach. 

 

2.4.3 Operational Research (OR) and Decision Making 

OR is a relatively recent discipline having its origins in Britain in the World 

War II. The British military leaders asked scientists and engineers to analyse 

several military problems related to the war effort such as maximising 

efficiency in war supplies, optimal usage of resources, logistical support for 

military operations and provision of goods and services to the general 

population under the restrictive conditions of war. 

 

Winston (1994) defines OR as a scientific approach to decision making, 

which seeks to determine how best to design and operate a system, usually 

under conditions requiring the allocation of scarce resources. It is the 

discipline that uses rational methodologies and solution approaches for 

management decision problems. In the US the term Management Science is 

the more common term used instead of Operational Research. 
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The discipline was influenced significantly by the discovery of Simplex 

algorithm, developed by George Dantzig in 1947, to optimise limited 

resources to achieve a specific objective under constrained conditions. It was 

applied in the oil industry to solve the problem of achieving optimal 

production.  

 

At the beginnings of OR, it was often criticised as too mathematical and too 

academic although it made remarkable contributions in business, industry, 

government and economics. In the 80‟s the discipline had its revival 

especially after the development of personal computers which helped the 

decision makers to model and solve their own problems. Business Process 

Re-engineering in the 90‟s concentrated in using methods from OR and 

many industrial organisations made account of OR and its continually 

developing decision support software.  

 

Examples of the methods of OR are: Linear Programming (LP), Network 

Analysis, Simulation, Queuing Systems, and Goal Programming. This thesis 

will give highlights on some of the OR methods such as Linear Programming 

and Goal Programming. 

 

2.4.3.1 Linear Programming (LP) 

A Linear Programming problem is a special case of a Mathematical 

Programming problem. From an analytical perspective, a mathematical 

program tries to identify an extreme (i.e., minimum or maximum) point of a 

function f(x1, x2, … , xn), which furthermore satisfies a set of constraints, e.g. 
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g(x1, x2, … , xn) ≥ b. LP is the specialisation of mathematical programming to 

the case where both function f, to be called the objective function, and the 

problem constraints are linear.  

 

From an applications perspective, mathematical (and therefore, linear) 

programming is an optimisation tool, which allows the rationalisation of many 

managerial and/or technological decisions required by contemporary techno-

socio-economic applications. An important factor for the applicability of the 

mathematical programming methodology in various application contexts is 

the computational tractability of the resulting analytical models. Under the 

advent of modern computing technology, this tractability requirement 

translates to the existence of effective and efficient algorithmic procedures 

able to provide a systematic and fast solution to these models. For Linear 

Programming problems, the Simplex algorithm provides a powerful 

computational tool, able to provide fast solutions to very large-scale 

applications, sometimes including hundreds of thousands of variables (i.e., 

decision factors or attributes).  

 

Two families of solution techniques are in wide use today. Both visits a 

progressively improving series of trial solutions, until a solution is reached 

that satisfies the conditions for an optimum. The first is called the graphical 

solution where the objective function and constraints are plotted and then the 

optimum solution that satisfies the equations is identified from the graph. This 

method will become more complex when the functions have more than two 

decision variables. In fact, the Simplex algorithm was one of the first 
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Mathematical Programming algorithms to be developed, and its subsequent 

successful implementation in a series of applications significantly contributed 

to the acceptance of the broader field of OR as a scientific approach to 

decision making.  

 

As it happens, however, with every modelling effort, the effective application 

of Linear Programming requires good understanding of the underlying 

modeling assumptions, and a pertinent interpretation of the obtained 

analytical solutions. The Simplex method is beyond the scope of this 

research and a simple example is presented in Appendix A that illustrates the 

use of graphical solution in LP. 

 

2.4.3.2 Goal Programming (GP) 

As shown in the previous section, LP has always one goal to be achieved 

within a set of constraints. In many cases the decision makers try to satisfy 

more than only one goal which the LP method cannot solve. To overcome 

this problem, the Goal Programming method is a useful tool for decision 

makers when facing multiple goals problem. It has the same concept of LP 

with some modifications and the best way to describe this method is through 

an example as presented in Appendix A. 

 

2.4.4 Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 

MCDM provides a structured (organised) approach to decision making. It 

involves describing a decision problem with six elements (Malczewski 1999), 

which are as follows: 
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 Value: Something a person cares deeply about. 

 Goal: Formulation of values in a given problem context. 

 Objective: Specification of goal in terms of the desired property of 

problem solution. 

 Decision Maker: A single person, a group of people, or the whole 

organisation responsible for making decisions. 

 Decision Alternatives: Feasible solutions to a decision problem. 

 Criteria: Basis for evaluating decision alternatives. It may be used as 

attributes or objectives. An attribute measures the performance of an 

objective. An objective is a statement about the desired level of goal 

achievement. 

 Outcomes: Achievement or performance of each decision alternative 

on criteria. 

 

There are two basic approaches to MCDM problems: Multiple Attribute 

Decision Making (MADM) and Multiple Objective Decision Making (MODM). 

The MADM approach requires that the selection be made among decision 

alternatives described by their attributes. It assumes that the problem has 

predetermined number of decision alternatives. In the MODM approach, it 

assumes that the decision alternatives are not given. Instead, MODM 

provides a mathematical framework for designing a set of decision 

alternatives. Once identifying the decision alternatives, each alternative is 

judged by how close it satisfies the objective. 
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There are three generic types of MCDM problems as follows: 

 Selection. Given a set of decision alternatives, the selection task 

involves finding the alternative (or alternatives) judged by the decision 

maker as the most satisfying. 

 Sorting. It consists of assigning each alternative to one of the 

predefined criteria. Assignment is often based on relative differences 

of decision alternatives along a criterion. 

 Ranking. It involves establishing a preference pre-order on the set of 

decision alternatives. The pre-order represents a priority list of the 

alternatives. 

 

Solving MADM problems involves sorting and ranking while solving MODM 

problems involves selection only. 

 

In this research, it has been decided to follow the attributes approach in 

MCDM because the scope of this research is to select from a predetermined 

number of investment projects based on a set of criteria (attributes) for a 

defined set of objectives. 

 

The process of MCDM begins with the recognition of the decision problem. 

After identifying the problem, a series of steps is applied. Malczewski (1999) 

presents a flow chart describing these steps (see Figure 2-2). 
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Figure 2-2: Steps of Decision Process in MCDM Approach 
(Source: Malczewski 1999) 
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 Criterion Scores. These scores represent achievements of decision 

alternatives on evaluation criteria. 

 Decision Table. It represents the collection of criterion scores and thus 

provides the basis for the comparison of decision alternatives. 

 Decision Maker Preferences. They are expressed in term of weights. 

These weights (ranging between 0 and 1) express relative importance 

of the evaluation criteria under consideration. 

 Aggregation Functions. Sometimes called decision rule. It computes 

an overall assessment measure of each decision alternative by 

integrating decision maker‟s preferences with criterion scores. 

 Sensitivity Analysis. It tests the stability of assessment measure of 

each decision alternative when weights and criterion scores are 

varied. The ranking of decision alternatives is said to be sensitive if 

small changes in the weights or criterion scores produce significant 

changes in the order of ranked decision alternatives. 

 Final Recommendation. The choice of the most appropriate decision 

alternative(s). 

 
There are several methods that use the MCDM approach to make decisions. 

The following sections describe some of the commonly known MCDM 

methods. 

 

2.4.4.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Saaty (2000) defines AHP as: “a framework of logic and problem-solving that 

spans the spectrum from instant awareness to fully integrated consciousness 
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by organising perceptions, feelings, judgements and memories into a 

hierarchy of forces that influence decision results”. 

 

AHP is used to derive ratio scales on a variety of dimensions both tangible 

and intangible from the application of paired comparisons in multilevel 

hierarchic structures. The comparisons are either actual measurements or 

taken from a fundamental scale that reflects the relative strength of 

preferences and feelings. Arranging these dimensions in a hierarchic 

structure allows for breaking down the decision problem into its smaller parts 

that will lead from simple paired comparison judgements to the priorities in 

the hierarchy. Table 2-1 shows the fundamental scale of absolute values for 

representing the strength of judgements. 

 

Often the decision alternatives are associated with costs and benefits. In this 

case it is useful to construct separate costs and benefits hierarchies, with the 

same decision alternatives on the bottom level of each. The benefit/cost 

vector is obtained by taking the ratio of the benefits priority to the costs 

priority for each alternative, with the higher ratio indicating the preferred 

alternative. An example of using benefit/cost ratio in AHP is presented in 

Appendix A. 

 

Many decision problems involve tangible and intangible criteria or attributes. 

Tangibles are the criteria that are physical (can be numerically measured), as 

they constitute some kind of objective reality outside the individual 

conducting the measurement. Intangibles are the psychological criteria that 
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comprising the subjective ideas, feelings, and beliefs of the decision maker. 

The AHP is a method that can be used to establish measures in both the 

physical and the psychological domains. An example is provided in Appendix 

A about the AHP method. 

 
Table 2-1: The fundamental Scale (Source: Saaty 2001) 
Intensity of 

Importance 
Definition Explanation 

1 Equal importance 
Two activities contribute equally to the 

objective 

2 Weak -----between Equal and Moderate 

3 Moderate importance 
Experience and judgement slightly 

favour one activity over another 

4 Moderate plus -----between moderate and strong 

5 Strong importance 
Experience and judgement strongly 

favour one activity over another 

6 Strong plus -----between strong and very strong 

7 
Very strong or Demonstrated 

importance 

An activity is favoured very strongly 

over another, its dominance 

demonstrated in practice 

8 Very, very strong -----between Very strong and Extreme 

9 Extreme importance 

The evidence of favouring one activity 

over another is of the highest possible 

order of affirmation 

Reciprocals 

of above 

If activity i has one of the 

above nonzero numbers 

assigned to it when compared 

to activity j, then j has the 

reciprocal value when 

compared with i 

If x is 5 times y, i.e. x = 5y, then y = x/5 

or y = 1/5x 

Rationales Ratios arising from the scale 

If consistency were to be forced by 

obtaining n numerical values to span 

the matrix 

 
 

Decision makers consider the favourable and unfavourable concerns 

(attributes) when making a decision. Some of these concerns are sure things 

and others are less certain. The favourable sure concerns are called benefits 
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while the unfavourable ones are called costs. The decision may create less 

certain concerns that are the positive opportunities and negative risks. Each 

of these concerns contributes to the merit of a decision and must be 

evaluated (rated) individually on a set of prioritised elements that is used to 

also evaluate any other decision. The prioritised elements are called key 

factors of the four attributes. 

 

The key factors must be prioritised for frequent use of all decisions. The 

pairwise comparison of the attributes and their key factors is based on the 

fundamental scale (Table 2-1) and then applying the following expression to 

calculate the overall priority of each decision alternative: 

 

             (Benefits) x (Opportunities) 
     (Costs)   x       (Risks) 

 

The way of computing the priorities is complex and will take time to convert a 

super matrix to a stochastic matrix. The computer programme for the ANP 

does these calculations automatically after all the comparisons have been 

made. This programme is called Super Decisions and it implements the 

Analytic Network Process developed by Dr. Thomas Saaty. The ANP Team, 

working for the Creative Decisions Foundation, wrote the programme and 

this report used this programme in comparing the decision attributes and 

their key factors. 

 

The AHP method has proved its powerfulness in the predictions of the 

outcome of US presidential elections, the results of sports contests and the 

Priority   =   
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winner of chess matches (see Saaty 2000). AHP has been applied by 

decision makers in many areas, including accounting, finance, marketing, 

energy recourse planning, microcomputer selection, sociology, architecture, 

and political science (Triantaphyllou 2000). Although, AHP has its own critics 

regarding the theory behind it (see Appendix A).  

 

AHP is a theory of measurement concerned with deriving dominance 

priorities from paired comparisons of homogeneous elements with respect to 

a common criterion or attribute. Such measurement can be extended to non-

homogeneous elements through “clustering.” In a multi-criteria setting, the 

AHP can be used to scale elements in a hierarchy (feed forward) structure 

with mutually independent elements in each level, or in a network (feed 

forward – feed back) system of components allowing for dependence within 

and between components. Thus a hierarchy is a special case of the more 

general system formulation, the network. 

 

2.4.4.2 Analytic Network Process (ANP) 

Many decision problems cannot be structured as a hierarchy because they 

involve the interaction and dependence of higher-level elements on lower-

level elements. In hierarchies, the importance of the criteria determines the 

importance of alternatives but sometimes, the importance of the alternatives 

determines the importance of the criteria. For example, if anybody wants to 

choose between two cars and both are reliable. One car is beautiful and the 

other is more reliable but vulgar. That may lead to choose the most reliable 

and ugly one unless the criteria themselves are evaluated in terms of the 
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cars and reliability receives a smaller value and appearance a larger value 

because both cars are reliable. For this reason, the need for networks rather 

than hierarchies to represent all multiple criteria decision problems. 

 

The feedback structure takes the shape of a network rather than the top-to-

bottom form of a hierarchy, with components of elements (or levels) 

connected by cycles, and loops that connect a component to itself. The 

structure has source and sink nodes. The node that is an origin of path of 

importance and never a destination of such paths is called a source node 

while the node that is a destination of paths of importance and never an 

origin of such paths is called a sink node. The nodes that fall on paths from 

source nodes, lie on cycles, or fall on paths to sink nodes are called 

intermediate nodes (see Figure 2-3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-3: Feedback Network 

(Source: Saaty 2001) 
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Those components that no arrow enters from any other node are source 

nodes. Those from which no arrow leaves are sink nodes, and those that 

arrows both enter and leave are intermediate (or transient) nodes. C3 and C4 

form a cycle of two components because they feed back and forth into each 

other. The loops that connect C2 and C4 to themselves are inner-

dependence loops and all other connections represent dependence between 

components are outer-dependence loops. 

 

In general, a network consists of nodes where each node is made up of 

elements. The nodes are sometimes called „components‟ or „clusters‟. “A 

component in the ANP is a collection of elements whose function derives 

from the synergy of their interaction and hence has a higher-order function 

not found in any single element” (Saaty 2001). The influence of elements in 

the network on other elements in that network can be represented in the 

following super matrix: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

W   = 
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A typical entry Wij in the super matrix, is called a block of the super matrix as 

follows: 

 

    wi1j1 wi1j2 … wi1jnj 

    wi2j1 wi2j2 … wi2jnj 

    

    winj1 winj2 … winijnj 

 

 

Each column of Wij is a principal eigenvector of the influence (importance) of 

the elements in the ith component of the network on an element in the jth 

component. Some of its entries may be zero corresponding to those 

elements in a component that have no influence. 

 

The super matrix must be reduced to a matrix, each of whose columns sums 

to unity, known as a column stochastic or a stochastic matrix to derive limit 

priorities of influence from the super matrix. The limiting priorities in the super 

matrix will not depend on the reducibility, primitivity, and cyclicity of the matrix 

unless the matrix is stochastic. This stochastic matrix is called a weighted 

matrix and is obtained by multiplying the elements of the super matrix by the 

appropriate component weight which comes from comparing each 

component with the other. Finally, from the weighted super matrix, a matrix 

called the limit super matrix is obtained by raising the weighted super matrix 

to powers by multiplying it times itself. When the column of numbers is the 

. . . 
. . . 

. . . . . . . . . 
. . . 

Wij = 
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same for every column, the limit super matrix has been reached and the 

matrix multiplication process is halted. 

 

The influence represented in all the derived eigenvectors of priorities entered 

in a super matrix must be measured according to a single criterion, such as 

social influence. Another super matrix may represent economic influence, 

and so on. Such criterion with respect to which influence is represented in 

individual super matrices is called control criteria and the structure of control 

criteria is called a control hierarchy. So, the criteria in the control hierarchy 

that used for comparing the components are usually the major parent criteria 

whose sub-criteria are used to compare the elements in the component. 

 

Saaty (2001) identifies the generic question to be answered by making 

pairwise comparisons as: “Given a control criterion (sub-criterion), a 

component (element) of the network, and given a pair of components 

(elements), how much more does a given member of the pair influence that 

component (element) with respect to the control criterion (sub-criterion) than 

the other member?” 

 

2.4.4.3 Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 

Solution (TOPSIS) 

The basic concept of TOPSIS is that the selected alternative should have the 

shortest distance from the ideal solution and the farthest distance from the 

negative-ideal solution in some geometrical sense (Triantaphyllou 2000). It 

defines an index called “similarity index” (or relative closeness) to the 

positive-ideal solution by combining the proximity to the positive-ideal 
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solution and the remoteness from the negative- ideal solution. Then the 

method chooses an alternative with the maximum similarity to the positive-

ideal solution. TOPSIS assumes that the larger the attribute outcome, the 

greater the preference for benefit attributes and the less the preference for 

cost attributes (Yoon and Hwang 1995). The idea of TOPSIS can be 

expressed in a series of steps: 

 

Step 1: Obtain performance data for n alternatives over m attributes. Raw 

measurements are usually normalised by converting raw measures xij into 

normalised measures rij as follows: 

rij = ( xij ) / √∑ x
2

ij,          i= 1, . . ., m,   j= 1, . . ., n 

 

Step 2: Calculate weighted normalised ratings: 

 Weighted rij = wj rij 

 

where wj is the weight of the jth attribute. The basis for these weights can be 

anything, but, usually, is ad hoc reflective of relative importance. Scale is not 

an issue if normalising was accomplished in Step 1. 

 

Step 3: Identify the positive-ideal alternative (extreme performance on each 

criterion) A
+
. 

 

Step 4: Identify the negative-ideal alternative (reverse extreme performance 

on each criterion) A
-
. 
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Step 5: Develop a distance measure over each criterion to both positive-ideal 

(Si

+ ) and negative-ideal (Si

- ). 

 

Step 6: For each alternative, determine a ratio Ci

+
 equal to the distance to the 

negative-ideal divided by the sum of the distance to the negative-ideal and 

the distance to the positive-ideal, 

Ci

+
 = Si

-
 / (Si

-
 + Si

+ ) 

 

Step 7: Rank order alternatives by maximizing the ratio in Step 6. 

 

Yoon and Hwang (1995) presented a good example that illustrates the 

TOPSIS method (See Appendix A).  

 

2.4.4.4 Elimination Et Choix Traduisant La Réalité (ELECTRE) 

The basic concept of the ELECTRE (also for Elimination and Choice 

Translating Reality; English translation from the French original) method is to 

deal with „outranking relations‟ by using pairwise comparisons among 

alternatives under each one of the attributes separately. This method is most 

popular in Europe, especially among the French-speaking community.  

 

Suppose that there are two alternatives Ap and Aq, the notion (Ap R Aq) or (Ap 

→ Aq) means that Ap outranks Aq. Formally, an outranking relationship of (Ap 

R Aq) states that even though two alternatives Ap and Aq do not dominate 

each other, it is realistic to accept the risk of regarding Ap as almost surely 

better than Aq. Accordingly, the outranking relationship R is not required to be 
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transitive. For example, the following assessments (A1 R A2) and (A1 R A3) 

do not necessary imply (A1 R A3). Yoon and Hwang (1995) describe this kind 

of outranking relationship as “both ambiguous and practical”. 

 

The basic idea of the ELECTRE method comes from pairwise comparisons 

of alternatives under each attribute. The decision maker then declares that 

he is indifferent between the alternatives under consideration, that he has a 

weak or a strict preference for one of the two, or that he is unable to express 

any of these preference relations. This means that the set of outranking 

relationships produced may be complete or incomplete. The steps of the 

ELECTRE method are shown below (the first two steps are the same as the 

first two steps of TOPSIS): 

 

Step 1: Obtain performance data for n alternatives over m attributes. Raw 

measurements are usually normalised by converting raw measures xij into 

normalised measures rij as follows: 

rij = ( xij ) / √∑ x
2

ij,          i= 1, . . ., m,   j= 1, . . ., n 

 

Step 2: Calculate weighted normalised ratings: 

Weighted rij = wj rij 

 

where wj is the weight of the jth attribute. The basis for these weights can be 

anything, but, usually, is ad hoc reflective of relative importance. Scale is not 

an issue if normalising was accomplished in Step 1. 
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Step 3: Calculate the concordance and discordance sets. For each pair of 

alternatives Ap and Aq (p, q = 1, 2, …, n and p ≠ q), the set of attributes is 

divided into two distinct subsets. The concordance set, which is composed of 

all attributes for which alternative Ap is preferred to alternative Aq. In other 

words, the concordance set C(p, q) is the collection of attributes where Ap is 

better than or equal Aq. The complement of C(p, q), which is called the 

discordance set D(p, q), contains all attributes for which Ap is worse than Aq. 

 

Step 4: Calculate the concordance and discordance Indexes. The relative 

power of each concordance set is measured by means of the concordance 

index. The concordance index Cpq represents the degree of confidence in the 

pairwise judgments of (Ap → Aq). The concordance index of C(p, q) is defined 

as: 

Cpq = ∑ wj* 

Where j* are attributes contained in the concordance set C(p, q). 

 

On the other hand, the discordance index measures the power of D(p, q). 

The discordance index of D(p, q), which represents the degree of 

disagreement in (Ap → Aq), can be defined as: 

Dpq = (∑│vpj° - vqj°│) / (∑│vpj – vqj│) 

 

Step 5: Find the outranking relationships. The method defines that Ap 

outranks Aq When Cpq ≥ C and Dpq < D, where C and D are the averages of 

Cpq and Dpq, respectively.  
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A detailed example of ELECTRE is shown in Appendix A. 

 

2.4.4.5 Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) 

SMART is based on Ward Edwards‟ work which he introduced in 1971. It has 

been widely applied because of the simplicity of both the responses required 

of the decision maker and the manner in which the responses are analysed. 

The method went through many modifications and improvements (see 

Edwards and Barron 1994). The main stages of the SMART technique are 

eight stages (Goodwin and Wright 2004) as follows: 

Stage 1: Identify the decision maker (or decision makers). 

 

Stage 2: Identify the alternative courses of action. 

 

Stage 3: Identify the attributes which are relevant to the decision problem. 

 

Stage 4: For each attribute, assign values to measure the performance of the 

alternatives on that attribute. 

 

Stage 5: Determine a weight for each attribute. 

 

Stage 6: For each alternative, take a weighted average of the values 

assigned to that alternative. 

 

Stage 7: Make a provisional decision. 
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Stage 8: Perform sensitivity analysis to reach the final decision. 

 

This method went through several changes and it can be found in different 

forms. The main stages described above remain as the backbone for all 

versions of SMART available in literature. More details about SMART are 

discussed in chapters 5 and 6. 

 

After reviewing the literature of MCDM, the researcher highlighted the 

strengths and weaknesses of the different MCDM methods at the end of 

Appendix A. This helped in identifying the methods that the researcher used 

in developing the multi-attribute decision making methodology for selecting 

new R&D projects as will be shown in chapter 5. 

 

The next chapter describes the methods available in literature about R&D 

portfolio selection, with gaps in literature discussed at the end of the chapter.  
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3 R&D Portfolio Selection 
 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a review of the available literature on the methods of R&D 

project evaluation and portfolio selection is presented and discussed. Section 

3.2 addresses the importance of portfolio selection and the need for careful 

investment in R&D projects.  

 

Methods used for portfolio selection are discussed in section 3.3. It shows 

methods used for evaluating and selecting R&D projects grouped into 

families of methods, such that all the methods in any family have similar 

features. Due to the large number of applications in the area of portfolio 

selection, representative models are highlighted to give a clear 

understanding of the general method.  

 

A discussion of the disadvantages and drawbacks of the methods is 

highlighted in section 3.4, while gaps in the literature of R&D portfolio 

selection methods are presented in section 3.5. 

 

 

3.2 Issues on R&D Portfolio Selection 

The problem of R&D portfolio selection is not a new one. There are many 

articles describing portfolio selection methods since the 1960s (Martino 

1995), with the aim of answering the question: Are we doing the right R&D?  
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Globalisation enabled enterprises to open markets in parts of the world which 

were difficult to access before and new competitors enter the markets from 

new regions. Current trends such as environmental concern, shorter product 

life cycles, cost reduction, and developments in information technology and 

computer power have increased the importance of R&D which, therefore, 

increased the interest in R&D portfolio selection methods. Nowadays, 

investment in R&D project if not done properly could lead to wasting large 

amount of resources or even ruin the enterprise (Heidenberger & Stummer 

1999). 

 

The term „portfolio‟ is used synonymously with the expression „collection of 

assets‟ or, even more generally, „collection of prospects‟. A portfolio could 

consist of financial assets as well as real estate, paintings, or other 

collectables (Zeleny 1982).  

 

This research is concerned with portfolios that contain new R&D projects. 

Therefore, the aim of R&D portfolio selection is to assess the overall benefit 

from investing in R&D project, for a given period of time, relative to the 

resources needed and the likelihood of achieving the goals and objectives 

set by the investing enterprise. In other terms, the aim is to make sure that 

the selected portfolio is balanced. 
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3.2.1 Factors for Portfolio Balancing 

The objective of portfolio selection is to choose from the list of alternative 

projects the set that provides maximum payoff to the company. It takes into 

account resources dependencies, budget constraints, technical interactions, 

market interactions, and programme considerations (Martino 1995). 

 

Resource Dependency 

The need to balance a portfolio stems from the fact that projects cannot 

always be considered in isolation. Sometimes projects may require sharing 

the same resources, such as equipment, facilities, or people. The decision 

maker must ensure that the requirements of the set of projects included in 

the selected portfolio do not exceed the capacity of any resources. 

 

Budget Constraints 

One of the dreams of R&D decision makers is to be able to fund all the 

projects that are expected to bring benefit to their companies. In reality, 

available budget plays as a constraint so that decision makers have to select 

the portfolio that satisfies the R&D budget even if the maximum benefit is 

reached. 

 

Technical and Market Interactions 

Interdependency between projects is another factor to be considered when 

selecting a balanced portfolio. The success or failure of one project could 

lead to the success or failure of another project(s). To solve this problem, 

interdependent projects can be considered as one project if other constraints 
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are satisfied. Other interactions could be targeting the same market with 

similar products. Selection of portfolios should prevent, if necessary, any 

market interactions among projects included in the portfolio. 

 

Programme Considerations 

Company policies or political considerations may force the decision makers 

to include certain projects in the selected portfolio. For example, decision 

makers may adopt a policy that a certain number of projects should be taken 

from each research division in the company even if that leads to reduce the 

total monetary payoff from the portfolio.  

 

When interviewing some people from the R&D of ARAMCO refining 

operations, one researcher pointed out that head managers occasionally 

insist of including certain projects in the final portfolio. This can be dealt with 

as „golden‟ projects when balancing the portfolio, where the gut-feeling of 

head managers is strong about the benefit of selecting those projects! 

 

Considering the previously presented factors, a discussion of the available 

R&D portfolio selection methods is presented in the following section. 

 

3.3 R&D Portfolio Selection Methods 

The portfolio selection methods described in literature have many different 

forms that lie between subjective judgment of R&D managers at one extreme 

and highly formalised techniques at the other.  
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Due to the large number of methods available in literature, portfolio selection 

methods are classified into different groups or families, with each family 

encompasses a number of methods that are similar. There are different 

classifications of project evaluation methods depending on the similarity 

factors taken into consideration. Some methods divide portfolio selection into 

two phases: project evaluation and portfolio selection and balancing, while, 

on the other hand, other methods give only the final balanced portfolio. 

Certain common features between the different portfolio selection methods 

are illustrated in Figure 3-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3-1: A Model of the Portfolio Evaluation Process 
(Source: EIRMA 1995) 
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modifications are needed to the portfolio, or even the individual projects, it 

can be done at the decision step. Typical inputs include: 

 Technological issues. 

 Aspects of the R&D. 

 Financial issues. 

 Likelihoods of success or failure. 

 Timescale. 

 Intangible opportunities seen by the company.  

 

It is clear that the inputs can be relatively certain, some can be very 

subjective. These inputs will be gathered from different sources, such as 

marketing, finance and technical staff, which will make important 

contributions. 

 

After selecting and obtaining the inputs, an important step next is weighting 

them to reflect the importance, or preference, of one input relevant to other 

inputs. For example, the importance of financial issues for the company 

against technological and opportunity issues. There are many ways of 

deriving weight for different criteria presented in Appendix E. 

 

After obtaining the weights, it is important to ensure that the final portfolio is 

balanced. Management must balance the attractions and disadvantages of 

the portfolio and take into account constraints, such as the available budget 

and the overlap between different projects, because separate evaluation of 
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individual projects is unlikely to ensure the most efficient use of limited R&D 

resources. 

 

Another aspect of portfolio evaluation and selection is the communication 

between the interested parties in order to build a consensus about the 

portfolio. It should be an on-going discussion between the parties involved in 

the selection process to ensure maximum effectiveness and benefit from 

communication. 

 

Feedback provides lessons learnt during each step of the selection process 

in order to fine-tune or amend the weights. The process can be extended to 

cover the steps after execution of projects for post-evaluation activities. 

 

In a report titled „Evaluation of R&D Projects‟, the European Industrial 

Research Management Association (EIRMA) (1995) divided portfolio 

evaluation and selection methods into 14 families according to three different 

approaches.  

 

The financial approach involves methods as simple as taking the ratio of 

benefits and costs of projects. Financial methods became more sophisticated 

but with one drawback remained: the figures used are only estimates and not 

that precise. There are other factors which are not easily expressed in purely 

monetary values and the results of a project will often be seen to have 

depended on those factors.  
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The second approach is the human judgement approach which aims to 

overcome some of the deficiencies of financial methods by including 

judgements of people involved in project evaluation.  

 

More recent methods follow the learning approach, where projects are 

compared with past experience considering changes in markets and in the 

economic environment. The last two approaches combine certain amount of 

quantitative and subjective information for project evaluation. 

 

Other classifications of project evaluation tend to maintain the financial 

approach methods and subdivide the human judgement and learning 

methods into smaller categories. Such classifications are presented by Baker 

(1974), Baker and Freeland (1975), Liberatore and Titus (1983), Hall and 

Nauda (1990), Martino (1995), and Cooper et al. (2001).  

 

A more comprehensive classification was introduced by Heidenberger and 

Stummer (1999), which divides project evaluation methods into six 

categories: benefit measurement, mathematical programming, decision 

analysis, simulation Modelling, heuristics, and cognitive modelling methods.  

A seventh category, ad hoc, is added to highlight two project selection 

methods that do not fit neatly into any of the six categories (Martino 1995). 

Figure 3-2 shows the different categories of R&D Portfolio selection methods. 
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Figure 3-2: Categories of R&D Portfolio Selection Methods 

 

These categories are discussed and the methods under some categories are 

updated and slightly modified in the following sections. 
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3.3.1.1 Comparative Models 

The starting point of comparative models is for each project to be compared 

with a project or a set of alternative proposals. Once the comparisons are 

available, projects are then ranked using different methods. The major 

drawback of these models is that the benefit measures obtained have 

meaning only in relation to the projects under evaluation. If an alternative 

project is added or deleted, the whole process of comparisons must be done 

again which means that a considerable amount of time is needed. 

 

One of the comparative models used is Q-sort. It is a psychometric method of 

rank order classifying of items according to the individual options of a 

decision group (Souder 1975). Each individual of the group sorts and resorts 

projects into several designated categories according to a single criterion 

(e.g. priority). Projects are then ranked in each category according to how the 

individual feel about them. The group‟s results are then statistically analysed 

for inter-individual similarities and overall group consensus. Projects are then 

taken from top to bottom until reaching the level of budget exhaustion. 

 

Another method used is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). It is used to 

derive ratio scales on a variety of dimensions both tangible and intangible 

from the application of paired comparisons in multilevel hierarchic structures 

(Saaty 2000). It allows decision makers to structure a complex multi-criteria 

evaluation problem in the form of a hierarchy. Each level of the hierarchy 

consists of several criteria (or sub-criteria) with alternative projects at the 

bottom. After applying the steps of AHP, a list of prioritised projects is 
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obtained and ranked. If the number of criteria, sub-criteria and alternative 

projects involved is big, the large number of pairwise comparisons may tire 

the decision makers and lead to biased results (Khorramshahgol et al. 1988). 

 

There are many applications of AHP in the context of R&D project evaluation. 

Kuei et al. (1994) propose a model using AHP to rank and select advanced 

technologies. A greedy heuristic algorithm allocates resources to the different 

technologies. In the prioritisation of technologies at the Army Materials 

Technology Laboratory, Melachrinoudis and Rice (1991) introduce a model 

that combines five subjective criteria and one objective criterion. They 

determine the weights of the subjective criteria by using AHP, while the 

objective criterion is determined by a piecewise concave linear function. A 

software called „Expert Choice‟ was used to solve the model. 

Khorramshahgol et al. (1988) used AHP to provide a systematic approach to 

set priorities and tradeoffs among the objectives of a Goal Programming (GP) 

model for project evaluation and selection. 

 

The more recent applications use Analytic Network Process (ANP) as the 

general case of AHP. ANP allows decision makers to compare between 

criteria from any level or branch with each other so that all criteria could be 

treated as dependent on some or all of the other criteria. Meade and Presley 

(2002) present an application of an ANP-based model for selecting R&D 

projects at a small high-tech company. The model includes actors involved in 

the decision, stages of research, categories of merits, and individual metrics. 
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3.3.1.2 Scoring Models 

Many scoring models involve a mathematical formula or algebraic expression 

that relates decision criteria, quantitative and subjective, believed to be 

important and produce a score for each project under consideration. The 

R&D people involved must determine the merit of each project with respect to 

each criterion. Each decision criterion is weighted to reflect the importance 

relative to the other criteria. Then each project‟s scores are substituted in the 

formula to give an overall benefit measure. Finally, projects are ranked in 

order of their scores.  

 

Other scoring models develop a list of criteria to rate projects typically on 1-5 

or 0-10 scales. Next, these rating scores are often multiplied by criteria‟s 

weightings and summed across all criteria to yield attractiveness scores for 

each project. Cooper et al. (2001) present several scoring models applied in 

different firms. 

 

In contrast to comparative models, projects can be added or deleted without 

affecting the scores. Moore and Baker (1969) pointed out that scoring models 

can deal with subjective and quantitative input data estimates. One of the 

problems of dealing with mixed input data is the difficulty for decision makers 

to provide scores for each project against the different criteria (Jackson 

1983). Another difficulty arises from the fact that decision criteria are, often, 

not independent (Cooper 1981). Henriksen and Traynor (1999) developed a 

scoring model that solved that problem be combining addition and 
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multiplication of criteria in a function to obtain the final score. Projects are 

then ranked and selected from top to bottom until reaching the budget limit. 

 

3.3.1.3 Economic Models 

Economic models treat portfolio selection like a conventional investment 

decision (Cooper et al. 2001). Traditional approaches, such as payback 

period, return on investment, Net Present Value (NPV), and Internal Rate of 

Return (IRR) methods are used. These models treat R&D portfolio selection 

as a cost-return, pure financial problem. More about economic methods can 

be found in Appendix B. 

 

3.3.1.4 Group Decision Techniques 

These techniques systematically collect and combine the knowledge and 

judgement of experts from different fields. They are seen as a brainstorming 

or screening tool for obtaining data that are needed for more complex models 

(Khorramshahgol et al. 1988). 

 

One of the well known group decision making techniques is the Delphi 

method. The purpose of the method is to elicit judgment, insights and 

expectations from a panel of experts, to organize the projects and have them 

evaluated by the whole group. Khorramshahgol et al. (1988) applied the 

Delphi method to identify the objectives and their corresponding aspiration 

levels prior to goal programming formulation for a portfolio selection problem. 
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The impact method for achieving organizational consensus is proposed by 

Souder (1975). It was used to choose criteria for portfolio selection at four 

different organisations. Each criterion is pair compared with another one and 

the group members discuss and interact with each other to specify the final 

criteria. 

 

Souder (1978) used another technique called the nominal interacting 

process. It starts by asking the group to complete a Q-sort exercise in a 

nominal period. Q-sort results are then tabulated in a tally chart. The 

following steps are similar to the Delphi method. 

 

3.3.2 Mathematical Programming 

Mathematical programming models try to identify an extreme (i.e., minimum 

or maximum) point of an objective function(s), which furthermore satisfies a 

set of constraints. The objective function is optimised subject to constraints 

such as resources, research type, technology type, etc. R&D portfolio 

selection models using mathematical programming are divided into linear, 

non-linear, integer, goal, dynamic, and fuzzy mathematical programming. 

 

As a fundamental tool of portfolio selection, linear programming (LP) aims to 

optimise an objective function representing the expected benefit from a 

portfolio of projects (e.g. revenue, attractiveness, etc.) subject to limits of 

available resources (e.g. budget, manpower, etc.). It assumes that both the 

expected benefit and resources consumption are linearly dependent on 

project size, and the objective function is linear. 
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Most models assume a number of alternative projects xi with a payoff p(xi ) 

exists for each project, where i = 1, 2, …, n. Assuming that each project 

requires an amount of resources ri , and a total of R resources is available, 

then the LP would find the portfolio of projects which maximises: 

Z = ∑ p(xi ) 

subject to: 

∑ ri ≤ R 

 

The assumption of linearity is not always valid. Many real-life decision 

problems are non-linear by nature. In other cases, the nature of the decision 

variables is to capture go/ no go, select/ do not select or integer decision 

criteria. Those types of models are called Integer Programming (IP). A need 

for a model that can solve portfolio selection problems where the variables 

are of a mixed nature is essential. 

 

Souder (1973) described a non-linear programming model that is converted 

to LP by using piecewise-linear function with integer programming variants. 

Martino (1995) presented an example of a Integer-Linear Programming (ILP) 

model for portfolio selection, where the objective is maximising the total 

revenue with constraints of R&D funds available, and operating hours in a 

fabrication shop and on a supercomputer using MS-EXCELTM spreadsheets. 

Stummer and Heidenberger (2003) described a three-phases approach to aid 

decision makers in obtaining the most attractive R&D project portfolio. A ILP 

model is used to determine all efficient portfolios, taking into account various 
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project interdependencies, time profiles, logical and strategic requirements, 

as well as resources and benefit constraints. 

 

Arman et al. (2008) introduced a systematic process to aid decision makers 

in selecting the optimum portfolio of R&D projects in the manufacturing 

processes of large, high-technology companies using an ILP model. The 

optimum portfolio represents the most attractive projects as a combination 

that fulfils quantitative and qualitative objectives. The ILP model is based on 

the projects contribution towards company‟s business and market 

requirements utilising Strategic Technology Alignment Roadmapping (STAR) 

process, which is being developed at The University of Nottingham. 

 

Another type of mathematical programming is Goal Programming (GP). This 

technique attempts to make the decision maker come as close as possible to 

his „goals‟ with the preferences of the decision maker between the various 

goals are reflected by cardinal weights attached to the goals. In reality, GP is 

closer in its assumptions and methodologies than other multi-criteria decision 

making techniques but, at the same time, received many critics 

(Khorramshahgol et al. 1988). 

 

Badri et al. (1999) formulated a mixed 0-1 GP model which is validated by 

applying it to a real-world information systems project selection data for 

health service institutions. The model included criteria such as decision 

maker preferences, benefits, costs, priorities, risks and resources availability. 
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Dynamic Programming (DP) is a mathematical programming technique that 

can be used to solve the problem of portfolio selection, where the decision 

criteria are of a mixed nature. It obtains solutions by working backward from 

the end of a problem toward the beginning, thus breaking up a large problem 

into a series of smaller, more tractable problems. 

 

Hess‟s model (1962) is one of the earliest DP models sued to solve the 

problem of R&D portfolio selection. The objective of the model is maximising 

the present value of all current and future expected cash flows. R&D projects 

are killed as soon as they are technically successful but not necessarily 

economically successful as well. 

 

In many cases, the type of input data, goals and constraints for mathematical 

models may be framed in terms of very broad ranges. Fuzzy input data, such 

as „high‟, „medium‟, „fair‟ and „low‟, could be used in a fuzzy mathematical 

programming model. Weber, Werners and Zimmermann (1990) presented a 

fuzzy model used in a situation where the decision maker is satisfied if a 

certain aspiration level is exceeded but not necessarily a maximum of the 

objective function is reached. It is no longer required that all constraints are 

satisfied and the violation of restrictions to a certain degree is tolerated. 

 

3.3.3 Decision Analysis 

There are two approaches of decision analysis used to select R&D portfolios. 

The objective is to give decision makers more insight about the R&D portfolio 
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selection rather than providing direct answers about the portfolio to be 

selected. 

 

Decision Trees considers possible future events of a company‟s environment 

that are uncertain with respect to occurrence and extent (Heidenberger & 

Stummer 1999). In a typical decision tree, squares represent decisions to be 

made, while circles represent chance events. The branches stemming from a 

square correspond to the choices available to the decision maker, and the 

branches emanating from a circle represent the possible outcomes of a 

chance node. The consequence of a decision is specified at the ends of 

branches. Figure 3-3 shows an example of a decision tree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3-3: Basic Example of a Decision Tree 

 

 

In R&D investment decisions, Heidenberger (1996) introduced a mixed ILP 

model resulted from applying the decision trees approach with each project is 

represented by a decision tree. The objective is to maximize the overall 

benefit subject to constraints of various qualifications and constraints on the 
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node-dependent maximal number of go decisions if multiple go/no go 

decisions at nodes have to be made. 

 

The other decision analysis approach used in R&D portfolio selection is the 

SMART technique (see section 2.4.4.5). EQUITY, computer software, was 

developed by London School of Economics to apply the steps of SMART. 

The final tradeoff between a group of portfolios is done using what is called 

the „efficient frontier‟, based on a model developed by Nobel Laureate Harry 

Markowitz (1991), in order to select the investment portfolio. 

 

Pereira and Veloso (2009) proposed an approach to allocate R&D program 

budget using Markowitz portfolio selection model. The approach starts by 

defining the program‟s objectives and covers the allocation of an R&D 

program budget, including R&D portfolio selection, according to specific 

criteria. 

   

3.3.4 Simulation Modelling 

Simulation is used to represent real-world systems when: 

 projects in a portfolio have alternative outcomes to which probabilities 

can be attached, 

 projects have alternative paths to the end goal depending on the 

chance outcome, 

 projects have different payoffs for the different outcomes, 

 experiments in the real-world are inappropriate, too expensive or time 

consuming, and/or 
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 when data required are not available or can not be acquired. 

 

This is done in a sufficient large number of times to assure statistically valid 

results, which represents an estimate of the probability of different outcomes.  

In R&D portfolio selection context, Monte Carlo simulation uses random 

numbers generated from probability distributions to give insights about the 

spread of values of a benefit function about the mean (Martino 1995). Monte 

Carlo simulation is used as a more realistic estimate of expected rate of 

return and better understanding of the nature of competition (Souder & 

Mandakovic 1986; Martino 1995). 

 

3.3.5 Heuristics 

Decision makers who use heuristic models do not necessarily want to 

achieve optimal solutions but they will be satisfied if an acceptable solution is 

reached. R&D managers prefer this type of modeling because it provides a 

realistic approach considering lots of interactions between the various 

elements of different models (Heidenberger & Stummer 1999). 

 

Coffin and Taylor (1996) used a filter beam search approach to include 

project scheduling as part of the selection criteria. If it is not possible to 

schedule the selected projects given the available resources, projects may 

be replaced with others that can be scheduled. A heuristic-based 

methodology was developed by Venkatraman and Venkatraman (1995) to 

enable the streamlining of R&D project schedules in organisations facing 

rapid product obsolescence. 
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3.3.6 Cognitive Modelling 

The methods discussed in the previous sections tend to decompose global 

decision into components that can be analysed or judged separately. 

Combining the analyses and judgments leads to a global evaluation and 

selection of projects. 

 

Cognitive modeling works in reverse of the above process. The analysis is 

done for global decisions to determine the components that went into them. 

The aim is to build on previous experience of decision makers in project 

selection to establish a model of the actual decision making process within 

an organisation (Hall & Nauda 1990). Cognitive modeling allows analysts and 

decision makers to calibrate a model on the limited set of cases and apply 

the results to the larger set. 

 

Martino‟s (1995) experience with replication cognitive modeling has shown 

that simple linear regression of a sample set of decisions “seems to do an 

adequate job of capturing the thinking of the person or group being modeled, 

so long as the data used as input to the model is itself consistent with the 

decision maker(s) mental model.” 

 

Added to the advantages of replication models, evaluation cognitive models 

allow analysts to evaluate the factors that went into the decision of selecting 

the R&D portfolio and their relative strengths. 
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3.3.7 Ad Hoc 

The two methods introduced in this section can not be easily fit in one of the 

previous six categories. Profiles and interactive portfolio selection methods 

are described as “largely pragmatic in nature” (Martino 1995). 

 

The profiles method looks similar to scoring models. The decision maker 

identifies several criteria and projects are given scores against each criterion. 

Each criterion has a preset cutoff, and if a score falls below it, a project may 

be rejected. Projects that dominate others on all, or most, criteria are then 

selected. If funds are still remaining, projects with the „best‟ profiles are 

selected from those remaining, where „best‟ is largely subjective. 

 

Figure 3-4 shows an example of one profile (Cost £1000), where the cutoff 

line represents projects will be rejected if they exceed £70,000. The viewer 

can easily see the effect of a specific cutoff line, and the effects of adjusting 

the cutoff line up or down. 

 

Figure 3-4: Example of a Profile for Portfolio Selection 
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The R&D director interacts with subordinate managers to determine what the 

selection factors should be in interactive selection method. The steps of this 

method go as follows: 

1. Managers submit proposed projects that conform, as close as 

possible, to guidelines given earlier by their director.  

2. The director selects only one of the proposals and explains the 

reasons or criteria of his/her selection.  

3. Managers then revise their project proposals to conform more closely 

to, what in effect become, modified guidelines.  

4. The process of revising project proposals and selecting one project 

from the revised and improved list continues until the director‟s 

budget is exhausted, or some other resource constraint become 

binding. 

 

The R&D director‟s criteria become better defined as successive projects are 

selected and reasons are given for the selection. The „back-and-forth‟ 

process gives manager an incentive to make their projects more attractive to 

fit the desires of the director. 

 

3.4 Drawbacks of R&D Portfolio Selection Methods 

The previous sections discussed the available R&D portfolio selection 

methods and their major characteristics classified into seven categories with 

examples of research done on them. Despite the availability of computer 

software supporting many methods, those methods have some drawbacks. 
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Comparative models are used quiet often but when adding or deleting an 

alternative project, the whole process of comparisons needs to be done 

again consuming a lot of time. AHP and ANP carry the same theoretical 

critics highlighted in Appendix A. 

 

In spite of their popularity, scoring models need a considerable amount of 

time and information concerning how decision makers judge each criterion or 

objective and its relative importance. In a comparison between scoring and 

holistic ranking models, error from a single data item is more disastrous in 

scoring models (Lockett & Stratford 1987). 

 

Group decision techniques, as well as comparative and scoring models, does 

not guarantee the satisfaction of different decision constraints. There is no 

clear way to maximise the benefit from selecting the R&D portfolio. 

 

Economic models are based on monetary considerations and are closely 

related to the traditional techniques used for capital budgeting. Since the 

selection of R&D portfolios depends on financial and non-financial 

considerations, social, environmental and political costs and benefits can, in 

principal, be added to the calculations but they must be expressed in 

monetary terms. That is often not a trivial task (Jackson 1983). 

 

Hess (1993) observes that the data required from mathematical programming 

models are difficult for R&D managers to provide. A considerable amount of 

gap between what mathematical programming has to offer and what is 
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actually used for R&D portfolio selection (Heidenberger & Stummer 1999). 

R&D people in ARAMCO feels that mathematical programming is like a black 

box where decision makers do not always understand what is done inside it. 

 

Decision trees method has limited applicability for R&D portfolio selection 

since it is based on a series of events and chances. Relying on the efficient 

frontier to tradeoff between portfolios on two axes is seen as a drawback 

when the STA research group in the University of Nottingham introduced it to 

some R&D managers. 

 

Heuristics are seen complex sometimes. It is not easy to find all feasible 

solutions using models that consume a lot of time. Those models are 

described in a new literature and could help to compromise between solution 

quality and computational time. 

 

Cognitive modelling needs input from experts and it is not suitable if the R&D 

activities are new or expertise is unavailable in the organisation. It is seen as 

a tactical decision tool than a strategic one (Rosenhead & Mingers 2001).  

 

Profiles and interactive selection methods are not formal methods. They are 

time consuming, and can be used when none of the previous methods seem 

to be appropriate. 

 

Martino (1995) compared between 15 portfolio selection methods according 

to 24 factors of suitability of selection methods. No single method satisfied all 
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the factors, with decision analysis, mathematical programming, simulation 

modelling, and interactive selection satisfied between 16 to 17 factors. Those 

methods are used as tools for the decision making methodology presented in 

chapter 5. 

 

In reality, R&D portfolio selection methods are not used widely. The methods 

presented in the previous sections lack one or more of the following issues 

(see for example Baker & Freeland 1975, Martino 1995, Cooper et al. 2001; 

Stummer & Heidenberger 2003): 

 Treatment of multiple, often interrelated, criteria. 

 Treatment of risk and uncertainty. 

 Treatment of project interrelationship with respect to both value 

contribution and resource utilisation. 

 Recognition and incorporation of the experience and knowledge of the 

R&D decision maker(s). 

 Recognition and treatment of non-monetary aspects.  

 Perceptions held by the R&D decision maker(s) that the models are 

unnecessarily difficult to understand and use. 

 Treatment of the time variant property of data and criteria, and the 

associated problem of consistency in the research program and the 

research staff. 

 The portfolio reflects the enterprise‟s business strategy. 
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3.5 Gaps in Literature 

Literature review in this chapter showed the availability of R&D portfolio 

selection methods. The number of methods used reflects the importance of 

this issue. Although methods are available, drawbacks of theoretical and 

practical nature still exist (section 3.4). Due to the large number of methods; 

decision makers can not easily know which method to apply. Traditional 

economic methods should be part of the solution but not „the‟ solution. 

 

The methods presented previously tend to solve the final step of portfolio 

selection without clear insurance of alignment between organisational goals 

and objectives, and the final R&D portfolio selected for funding. Some 

methods are useful for screening R&D projects (e.g. profiles, scoring), other 

are more suitable for evaluating projects (e.g. benefit measurement methods, 

EQUITY, cognitive modelling), and some starts from obtaining input data until 

reaching the final balance R&D portfolio (e.g. mathematical programming, 

simulation, heuristics, ad hoc). Therefore, a framework or methodology that 

starts from identifying needs and ends by balancing the portfolio is required.  

 

The major gaps that have been found using the literature review of R&D 

portfolio selection could be illustrated as follows: 

 Gap 1: Literature provides a variety of R&D project evaluation and 

portfolio selection methods that could be used in various stages of the 

decision making methodology, but it does not fully explain which 

method should be used in which case (EIRMA 1995). 
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 Gap 2: The literature does not provide a clear methodology for 

selecting R&D portfolio starting from project creation to portfolio 

balancing and evaluation. 

 Gap 3: The literature does not offer a consistent way of integrating 

R&D project evaluation and portfolio balancing. 

 Gap 4: There is a lack of a procedure that ensures that the selected 

portfolio fits with company‟s strategy. 

 Gap 5: The literature does not show a clear way of matching the 

decision making style of organisations with the appropriate R&D 

portfolio selection method. 

 

Literature review (chapter 2 and 3) and gaps identified in this section 

represent the theoretical base for the development of the decision making 

methodology for R&D portfolio selection proposed by the researcher. Chapter 

5 will introduce the proposed decision making methodology comprehensively, 

while a case study of R&D portfolio selection in oil refining operations of 

Saudi ARAMCO is presented in chapter 6. 
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4 Research Design and Methodology 
 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter of the thesis describes the research methods applied, with 

explanation of the reasons why they were chosen and how they were utilised. 

 

Research designs are plans and procedures for research that span the 

decisions from broad assumptions to detailed methods of data collection and 

analysis (Creswell 2009). They include the strategies and methods to be 

used in carrying out the research. Robson (2002) suggested that the 

selection of research design depends very much on the type of question the 

researcher is trying to answer. 

 

Kumar (2005) summarised the different types of research described in 

literature in relation to three viewpoints which includes application, objectives 

and inquiry mode. Figure 4-1 illustrates Kumar‟s research typology from the 

three perspectives. 
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Figure 4-1: Classification of Research (Kumar 2005) 

 

From the viewpoint of application, pure research involves developing and 

testing theories and hypotheses but may not necessarily have practical 

application at the current or future time. An example of pure research could 

be developing an instrument to measure the depression level in people. 

Applied research, on the other hand, requires research techniques, 

procedures and methods to be applied so that information gathered can be 

used, for example, for the enhancement of understanding of a phenomenon. 

 

Four groups of research are distinctive from the objective viewpoint. A 

research that attempts to describe systematically a situation or phenomenon, 

such as describing the administrative structure of an organisation, is 

classified as descriptive research. The aim of correlational research is to 

study the existence of a relationship between two or more aspects of a 

situation. Studying the existence of a relationship between stressful living and 

incidence of heart attacks is considered of that group of research. 

Explanatory research attempts to explain why and how there is a relationship 

between two or more aspects of a situation. This type of research attempts to 
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explain, for example, why stressful living results in heart attacks. In 

exploratory research, a study is conducted to explore an area where little is 

known or to develop, refine and/or test measurement tools and procedures. 

 

The third viewpoint of research classification is the inquiry mode, which 

concerns the process adopted to find answers to research questions. The 

structured approach to inquiry is usually classified as quantitative research 

and unstructured as qualitative research. The study is classified as a 

quantitative if the purpose is to quantify the variation in a situation, 

phenomenon or problem. In this type, information is gathered using 

predominantly quantitative variables and then analysed to establish the 

magnitude of the variation. On the other hand, qualitative research aims to 

describe a situation, phenomenon or problem. Information is gathered 

through the use of variables measured on nominal or ordinal scales and the 

purpose of analysis is to establish the variation without quantifying it. For 

example, a study of how many people have a particular disease is 

considered a quantitative research, while the description of the disease 

spread in a community is considered as a qualitative research. 

 

The three classifications by Kumar (2005) are not mutually exclusive. A 

research project classified from the perspective of approach can also be 

classified from the viewpoints of objectives and inquiry mode employed. The 

classification gives a general description of research types from different 

viewpoints but does not identify the appropriate research methods to be 

used.  
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4.2 Research Methods 

According to Creswell (2009), research methods involve the forms of data 

gathering, analysis and interpretation that a researcher proposes for his/her 

study. The general principle for applying a research method is the 

appropriateness of that method to answer the research question (Robson 

2002 and Yin 2009). Figure 4-2 shows the different research methods based 

on the form of research question. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Research method based on the form of research question (Yin 2009) 

 

Since the research question of this thesis asks a “how?” question, this leads 

to the use of History, case study, or/and experiment according to Yin‟s (2009) 

classification. Case study comes between two extreme approaches. When a 

researcher has no access to or control over actual behavioural events, 

history is the preferred method. On the other extreme, experiment is used 

when the researcher can manipulate behaviour directly, precisely, and 

systematically. Between those two extremes, case study is preferred in 

examining contemporary events, but when the relevant behaviour can not be 

manipulated. The sources for case study method is the same as history 
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adding two more sources of evidence: direct observation of the events being 

studied and interviews of the people involved in the events (Robson 2002). 

 

To start planning the implementation or investigation of their research, 

researchers need to select the suitable research method. This task is part of 

the research design mentioned previously, where decisions are spanned 

from broad assumptions to detailed methods of data collection and analysis 

(Creswell 2009). 

 

Reviewing the literature of R&D portfolio selection showed that a wide range 

of portfolio selection methods could be used in the different stages of project 

evaluation and portfolio selection. However, there is no exact explanation of 

which method should be used in the different cases of R&D portfolio 

selection problem. This leads researchers to select the research design and 

methods that suits their individual cases. 

 

According to Kumar‟s (2005) typology, an applied, explanatory, exploratory, 

and mixed quantitative and qualitative research type is preferred for the 

research in hand, with the method of case study is applied to develop and 

test a decision making methodology for R&D portfolio selection in the Saudi 

oil refining industry (i.e. chapter 6). 
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Yin (2009) defines a case study as: 

 

“an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth 

and within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.” 

 

The characteristics of the case study inquiry: 

 Copes with the technically distinctive situation where many more 

variables of interest than data points. 

 Relies on multiple sources of evidence. 

 Benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions. 

 

Although their benefit as a research method, case studies have been viewed 

as a less desirable form of inquiry than other methods. This is due to several 

critics. The greatest concern is the lack of rigor of case study research (e.g. 

not following systematic procedures, allowing biased views). Yin (2009) 

argues that this make case studies flexible to adapt to real-world events. 

Allowing biased views to influence the direction of the research findings and 

conclusion is a common issue in other approaches, such as experiments. 

Another criticism is that they take too long, which is not necessary because 

of the availability of alternative ways of writing case studies where the 

traditional lengthy ones can be avoided. One important concern about case 

studies is that they provide little basis for scientific generalisation. The case 

study method‟s goal is to generalise theories (analytic generalisation) and not 

to enumerate frequencies (statistical generalisation). Generalisation of a case 
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study to cover other cases depends on the assumptions used by researchers 

(Kumar 2005; Creswell 2009). 

 

Figure 4-3 illustrates the overall research design related to each chapter. 

 

4.2.1 Research Methods Applied in This Thesis 

The review of chapter 2 and chapter 3 identified the key problems and gaps 

in existing R&D portfolio selection methods (section 3.5), and chapter 5 

presents the proposed solution methodology with a case study of Saudi 

ARAMCO‟s R&D oil refining operations. Table 4-1 shows the research 

components and techniques used in this thesis. 

 

Table 4-1: Research Components and Techniques Used 

Research Components 
Techniques and 

Approaches Used 
Relevant Chapters 

Research Questions 
 Literature Review 

 Leading Practice 
Chapter 1 

Conceptual Methodology 

 Literature Review 

 Leading Practice 

 Model Generation 

 ILP 

Chapter 5 

Sampling and Data 
Collection 

 Informal Interviews 

 Posted Questions 

 Using Documents 

and Records 

 Simulation 

 ILP 

Chapter 6 
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Figure 4-3: Overall Research Design 
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5 The Proposed Decision making Methodology for 

R&D Portfolio Selection 

 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

When decision problems involve a number of criteria, or attributes, unaided 

decision makers tend to avoid making tradeoffs between these attributes. 

One of the problems that involve dealing with multiple attributes is the 

selection of R&D projects that form a company‟s R&D portfolio. 

 

This chapter addresses a great part of the gaps identified in the literature 

review and discusses the needs that arose out of a case study carried out by 

the researcher about R&D portfolio selection in Saudi Aramco‟s oil refining 

operations. A description of a decision making methodology for R&D portfolio 

selection is presented in this chapter, while the case study is provided at 

chapter 6. 

 

In Chapter 2 and 3, the literature review of Decision making in general and 

the R&D portfolio selection methods resulted in the generation and 

development of the decision making methodology. The discussion of multi-

criteria decision making methods (section 2.4.4) and the existing methods of 

R&D portfolio selection (section 3.3) helped in identifying the gaps (section 

3.5) and developing the methodology.  
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The decision making methodology for R&D portfolio selection discussed in 

this chapter went through different stages of refinement until reached the final 

form. Theoretical and practical developments were reasons for such 

modifications. Informal feedback from people in the Saudi Ministry of 

Petroleum and Mineral Resources, Ministry of Economy and Planning, and 

Aramco helped in fine-tuning the final methodology. 

 

The methodology is based on modifications on the SMART method (section 

2.4.4.5), and using TOPSIS (section 2.4.4.3) with the aid of a simple ILP 

model in different stages of the methodology. The methodology covers the 

steps needed before generating any R&D project through to the step of 

making the final decision of selecting the R&D portfolio to be funded.  

 

The aim of this methodology is to enable decision makers to gain an 

increased understanding of the case of selecting R&D projects, taking into 

consideration not only the financial attributes (i.e. cost and return) of projects 

but also other non-financial (subjective) issues (e.g. technology, opportunity 

and risk) that add value to the enterprise. It also considers the high 

involvement of decision makers of some governmental organisations in the 

selection process by using the previously stated methods and techniques. 

 

The next section provides a detailed description of the different stages and 

steps of the methodology.  
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5.2 R&D Portfolio Selection Methodology 

The methodology which will be used to analyse the selection of R&D 

projects, that will form the R&D portfolio, is based on the Simple Multi-

Attribute Rating Technique (SMART). The technique has been widely applied 

because of the simplicity of both the responses required of the decision 

makers and the ways in which the responses are analysed. 

 

The main steps of the SMART technique are eight steps (Goodwin & Wright 

2004). In this research, new steps were added and some steps were 

modified in order to make the methodology specific for portfolio selection. 

The main stages and steps of the methodology are illustrated in Figure 5-1. 

 

The preparatory stage identifies the decision makers and the objectives of 

the current R&D portfolio selection period that are derived from the strategic 

goals of the company. It also identifies the initial thresholds and different 

attributes which projects will be evaluated against. 
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Figure 5-1: Flowchart of Decision Making Methodology for 

R&D Portfolio Selection 
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The second stage concentrates on the evaluation of individual projects by 

first screening them to identify projects that are worthy of detailed evaluation. 

The next steps of this stage are measuring the performance of each project 

on each attribute and assigning weights to each one of the attributes. If the 

decision makers are satisfied with the scores they gave to projects and the 

weights they assigned to attributes, projects are then evaluated using 

TOPSIS to produce a ranked list of projects. 

 

In the portfolio selection stage, the decision makers agree about the final 

constraints and form portfolios that satisfy this period‟s objectives and 

constraints using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). Portfolios are then 

evaluated using TOPSIS to produce a ranked list of portfolios which will give 

a provisional decision. The final step is to apply sensitivity analysis to reach a 

final decision about the R&D portfolio. 

 

The decision making methodology uses methods and techniques that are 

know for their simplicity and applicability. A detailed description of the 

methodology is presented below. 

 

5.2.1 Preparatory Stage 

The aim of the steps of this stage is to make sure that the decision maker(s) 

is well prepared to give the guidance to project managers about the overall 

shape of the R&D projects to be generated. This is to prevent unwanted 

projects from being generated and save the time of project managers to 

concentrate on projects aligned with the needs of the organisation. It also 
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saves the time of the decision maker(s) for project evaluation. The steps of 

the preparation stage are as follows: 

 

Step 1: Identify the Decision Maker(s) 

Before getting through the process of generation, evaluation and selection of 

R&D projects, it is important to know who will be involved in taking such 

decisions. Is it just an individual decision maker or a group of decision 

makers? In most organisations, the task of R&D portfolio selection is made 

by a group of decision makers. Often, the R&D director has the responsibility 

to select the members of the group and decide the goals and tasks of the 

group. Whether he will be the group leader or not, the R&D director should 

select group members according to their familiarity and experience in the 

areas of R&D, marketing and finance. Heads of R&D divisions should be 

involved to explain or defend issues related to their divisions‟ projects. 

 

Group decision making and judgment were issues of concern from a long 

time ago. Despite its power in improving the quality of the final decision, 

group decision making has its pitfalls (Lock 1987).  
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Step 2: Identify Objectives, Priorities and Initial Constraints of Current 

Selection Period. 

The next step after identifying the decision making group is to outline the 

needs and objectives of the current R&D portfolio selection period. If the 

frequency of the process of selecting R&D projects is once a year, then the 

objectives of this year may, or may not, differ from last year‟s. Objectives 

could be, for example, reaching a portfolio with a balanced number of 

projects from each R&D area or department. Setting the objectives must 

reflect the potential goals and strategy of the organisation. 

 

Objectives should include specific important things that are desired to be 

seen in individual projects. At the same time, the organisation could have 

general R&D priorities that are required to be reflected in the final selected 

portfolio. It may wish to concentrate in this period more on specific types of 

technologies or researches. If the organisation have many priorities and is 

struggling to choose which to be fulfilled, a ranked list of priorities could help 

using any of the ranking techniques presented in Appendix E. 

 

Constraints represent conditions and restrictions that individual projects or 

portfolios need to satisfy, either fully or partially. The extent of satisfying 

those constraints depends on the ability of the decision making group of 

experts to achieve a portfolio that satisfy all of them. At this stage, they are 

treated as initial constraints to enable decision makers add to or avoid some 

of them when reaching the portfolio selection stage. 
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Thresholds, on the other hand, are certain conditions where decision makers 

do not want projects to go above or below. They are of a max/min nature and 

should not be exceeded. For example, a project will not go through full 

evaluation if the return/cost ratio is less than 2. Thresholds are useful in the 

screening step of the project evaluation stage. 

 

Objectives, priorities, constraints or thresholds could be decided by the group 

of experts during the preparatory stage or earlier by higher level managers. 

The important thing is assuring that the group of decision makers fully 

understand them before starting the evaluation process because it will be 

their responsibility to give the final guidance to project creators about what is 

„good‟ for the organisation. 

 

Step 3: Identify the Attributes that Projects will be Evaluated Against. 

The next step is to identify the attributes which the decision maker considers 

to be relevant to the portfolio selection problem. As mentioned in section 

2.4.4, an attribute measures the performance of an objective that states the 

desired level of goal achievement. The main idea of using attributes is to 

measure the performance of courses of action in relation to the objectives of 

the decision maker (Belton and Stewart 2002). This means that we need to 

arrive at a set of project‟s attributes which can be assessed on a numeric 

scale.  

 

Decision attributes could be very general and they may therefore need to be 

broken down into more specific attributes (i.e. decision elements) before 
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measurement can take place. A hierarchy (or a value tree) can be used to 

identify the different levels of decision attributes (Saaty 2000). 

 

The top-down approach is one way to construct the hierarchy by addressing 

the attributes which represent the general concerns of decision makers. 

Initially, let us assume that the decision makers identify two main attributes, 

which they decides to call 'cost' and 'attractiveness'.  

 

The next step is to decompose them to a level where they can be assessed. 

Assume that they decide that attractiveness can be subdivided into 'return', 

'opportunity' and 'risk'.  Opportunity and risk can be each divided into 

„technical-related‟ and „market-related‟ attributes. The decision makers can 

compare projects if they decompose the technical-related-opportunity 

attributes into 'strategic alignment', 'technical impact' and „employment'. 

Similarly, market-related-opportunity attributes can be decomposed to 

„competition‟ and „market size‟. On the other hand, technical-related-risk 

attributes can be divided into „probability of technical success‟, „time‟, 

„budget‟, and „competence‟, while market-related-risk attributes is „probability 

of market success‟. The lower-level attributed will be called the „decision 

elements‟ of the problem. 

 

Another way to construct the hierarchy is by identifying all the „decision 

elements‟ that the decision makers feel that they can help them to evaluate 

projects (i.e. Bottom-up approach). They may start with the lower-level 

attributes and then divide them into groups where each group represents a 
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common feature between the attributes, and so on. The hierarchy for the 

above example is shown in Figure 5-2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-2: Example of a Hierarchy of Attributes 
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(iii) Decomposability. This criterion requires that the performance of an 

alternative on one attribute can be judged independently of its 

performance on other attributes.  

(iv) Absence of redundancy. If two attributes duplicate each other 

because they actually represent the same thing then one of these 

attributes is clearly redundant and may lead to double-counting.  

(v) Minimum size. Attributes should not be decomposed beyond the 

level where they can be evaluated. If the hierarchy is too large, any 

meaningful analysis may be impossible.  

 

It is not always easy to satisfy all the five criteria. For example, a hierarchy 

can not be operational unless its size is large. 

 

By the end of this step, the decision making group are able to produce a 

statement with guidelines for project creators to generate projects that satisfy 

the organisation‟s needs. The group should be careful when writing the 

statement to ensure creating a variety of projects and encourage creativity 

when generating them. 

 

5.2.2 Project Evaluation Stage 

The starting point of this stage is to receive R&D project proposals in order to 

evaluate them to make sure that they are beneficial for the organisation. After 

giving guidance and time to project creators, projects are generated and 

ready to be examined. The following steps represent the evaluation stage: 
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Step 4: Identify and Screen Projects. 

This step can be described as a „check‟ point. Projects are gathered and 

screened to make sure that they are worthy to go through detailed 

evaluation. They are examined against predefined thresholds (see step 2) to 

ensure meeting the minimum requirements for further evaluation. By not 

satisfying the thresholds, such projects could be put on hold for modification 

or „killed‟. Project creators must be careful when generating projects since 

thresholds are provided with the general guidelines statement. The remaining 

projects can proceed to the following steps. 

 

Step 5: Check the Homogeneity of Projects. 

The importance of checking projects‟ homogeneity is to treat projects equally 

when evaluating them. For example, small projects may need evaluation 

against some, but not all, decision attributes. Part of the decision attributes 

may not become suitable anymore to evaluate some projects. An example 

could be the difficulty of estimating financial return of some pure research 

projects. If the decision makers can not see any reason for not evaluating 

projects in the same way, projects will pass directly to step 7. If projects are 

not homogeneous, decision makers need to go to step 6.  

 

Step 6: Classify Projects to Reach Homogeneity. 

Projects are not always homogeneous. Decision makers, sometimes, need to 

classify them into homogeneous groups of projects. There are different 

criteria for classifying projects. Type of R&D, for example, could make it 

difficult to deal with pure research projects in the same way of dealing with 
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applied research projects. Project size, project duration, and technology type 

are other examples of criteria for project classification. 

 

Identifying too many classifications could complicate the evaluation stage. 

The researcher suggests constructing a „projects matrix‟ to help decision 

makers visualise different classifications. The projects matrix could be of two 

dimensions or of three dimensions of classifications (i.e. decision cube). 

From experience with a research done by the STA group on a couple of 

companies, more than three classifications make the evaluation of project 

more difficult and confusing. Figure 5-3 illustrates an example of a projects 

matrix. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-3: Example of a Projects Matrix 
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The benefit of a projects matrix can be seen as a visualisation tool for 

identifying further portfolio constraints (step 11), and helps in steps 7 & 8 of 

the project evaluation stage. 

 

Step 7: Measure the Performance of Each Project on Each Attribute. 

The decision makers are now aware that all the projects arrived to this stage 

are worth to be examined. The next step is to find out how well the different 

projects perform on each of the attributes in the hierarchy.  

 

In measuring those attributes, it would be easier if the decision making group 

can identify variables to represent the attributes. For example, the cost and 

return of a project can be represented by its monetary value (e.g. £, $, etc.). 

Similarly, the number of people employed in a project provides a suitable 

approximation for the attribute 'employment'. However, for other attributes 

such as 'strategic alignment' and 'competition' it will be more difficult to find a 

variable which can be quantified. Because of this, there are three alternative 

approaches which can be used to measure the performance of the projects 

on each attribute: direct rating, the use of value functions and performance 

scales.  

 

Direct rating  

For simplification, assume that the attribute „attractiveness‟ is composed of 

only two main attributes with six lower-level sub-attributes: Opportunity-

related (strategic alignment, employment, market size), and Risk-related 

(budget, competence and effect on oil prices). Now, consider those attributes 
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which can not be represented by easily quantifiable variables, starting with 

the attribute 'strategic alignment'. Assuming that we have seven projects to 

be evaluated and some of them will be selected to form the investment 

portfolio, the decision makers are first asked to rank the projects in terms of 

their strategic alignment from the most preferred to the least preferred. The 

rankings may be as follows:  

 

       

 

Rank Projects Cost (£) 

1 Project A 30,000 

2 Project E 15,000 

3 Project F 5,000 

4 Project D 12,000 

5 Project G 30,000 

6 Project B 15,000 

7 Project C 10,000 

       

 

Project A, the best project for strategic alignment, can now be given a value 

for strategic alignment of 100 and Project C, the project with the least 

strategic alignment, can be given a value of 0. The use of 0 and 100 makes 

the judgments much easier and it also simplifies the calculations.  

 

The decision makers are now asked to rate the other projects in such a way 

that the space between the values they give to the projects represents their 

strength of preference for one project over another in terms of strategic 

alignment. Figure 5-4 shows imaginary values that can be allocated by the 

decision makers. This shows that the improvement in strategic alignment 
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between Project C and Project G is perceived by the decision maker to be 

twice as preferable as the improvement in strategic alignment between 

Project C and Project B. Similarly, the improvement in strategic alignment 

between Project C and Project A is seen to be ten times more preferable 

than the improvement between Project C and Project B.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-4: Value Scale for ‘Strategic Alignment’ of Projects 
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improvement in strategic alignment between Project E and Project A is 

roughly as preferable as the improvement in strategic alignment between 

Project G and Project D. Similarly, are they happy that the improvement in 

strategic alignment between Project C and Project D is less preferable than 

that between Project D and Project E? The answers to these questions may 

lead to a revision of the values. If the decision makers find it very difficult to 

make these sorts of judgments, they may need to return to the hierarchy and 

see if they can break the strategic alignment down into more measurable 

attributes.  

 

This procedure for obtaining values can be repeated not only for the other 

less easily quantified attributes but also for attributes which can be easily 

represented by quantified variables  

 

Value functions  

Consider the attractiveness attributes which can be represented by easily 

quantified variables. First, we need to measure the decision makers‟ relative 

strength of preference for projects of different employment numbers. The 

number of people that can be employed for each project is shown below.  
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     Employment (people)  

Project A    1000 

Project B   550 

Project C    400 

Project D    800 

Project E    1500 

Project F    400 

Project G   700 

 

Now it may be that an increase in number of people from 500 to 1000 is very 

attractive to the decision makers. The improvements to be gained from an 

increase from 1000 to 1500 might be marginal and make this increase less 

attractive. Because of this, number of people employed is translated into 

values. This can be achieved as follows.  

 

The decision makers may judge that the larger the number of people 

employed in a project, the more attractive it is. The project with the largest 

number of people to be employed is Project E with 1500 people to be 

employed, so 1500 people can be given a value of 100. In mathematical 

notation, it can be said that:  

 

v(1500) = 100 

 

where v(1500) means 'the value of 1500 people'. Similarly, the projects with 

the smallest employment (Project C and Project F) both employs 400 people 

and can have a value of 0 to this number, i.e. v(400) = 0.  
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The remaining now is to find the value of the employment for projects which 

fall between the most-preferred and least-preferred numbers. Decision 

makers can directly rate the employment of the projects under consideration 

by deriving a value function. This will help in estimating the values of any 

project‟s employment between the most and least preferred. One of the most 

widely applied methods is bisection. 

 

This method requires the owner to identify a project whose value is halfway 

between the least-preferred number (400) and the most preferred number 

(1500). Initially, the decision makers may suggest that the midpoint number 

would be 700 people, so v(700) = 50.  

 

Having identified the midpoint value, the decision makers are now asked to 

identify the 'quarter points'. The first of these will be the project that has a 

value halfway between the least-preferred number (400 people) and the 

midpoint number (700 people). They may decide that this is 500 people, so 

v(500) = 25. Similarly, they are asked to identify a number that has a value 

halfway between the midpoint number (700 people) and the best number 

(1500 people). They may judge this to be 1000 people, which implies that 

v(1000) = 75. The decision making group now has the values for five 

employment numbers and this enables the group to plot the value function for 

project employment, which is shown in Figure 5-5. This value function can be 

used to estimate the values for the actual number of people to be employed 

by the projects under consideration. For example, Project B has a number of 
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employments of 550 people and the curve suggests that the value of this 

area is about 30.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-5: Constructing a Value Function for Projects’ ‘Employment’ 
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The decision maker is then asked to score each individual project on the 

scales of each attribute and this will indicate the performance of that project 

on the attributes. The strength of this method is not only dealing with both 

subjective and objective data but also the flexibility where each project can 

be assessed without the need to see the data related to other projects. At 

any point of the analysis, the decision making group can change the scores 

of a project without the need to alter all the scores of other projects. 

 

Step 8: Determine a Weight for Each Decision Attribute. 

In order to evaluate R&D projects, the decision making group need to 

combine the values for the different attributes in order to gain a view of the 

overall attractiveness which each project has to offer. Achieving this can be 

done through attaching weights to each one of the attributes that reflect their 

importance to the decision maker. There are many ways of deriving attribute 

weights (see Appendix E).  

 

The decision making group needs to select the weighting methods that suits 

them taking into consideration the conformity between the weighting method 

used and the performance measurement method applied. 

 

Step 9: Check the Satisfaction of the Decision Making Group with the 

Scores and Weights. 

This step is necessary to make sure that the group will not change the scores 

and weights at any further step. After evaluating projects, some members of 

the group could ask for changing the weights or scores of their divisions‟ 
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projects because the results of their evaluation are poor. The methodology 

tries to stop such behaviour by ensuring the satisfaction of the group with 

scores and weights before going to further steps. If the group is not satisfied, 

they can go through steps 7 and 8 again until reaching agreement about the 

scores and weights. 

 

Step 10: Evaluate Projects Based on TOPSIS and Produce a Ranked 

List of Projects. 

In this step, the decision making group is asked to apply the 7 steps of 

TOPSIS discussed in section 2.4.4.3. Before the application of TOPSIS, the 

group needs to identify what will be the positive and negative „ideal‟ projects 

of each attribute. According to TOPSIS, the positive ideal is the extreme 

weighted score of projects, while negative ideal is the reverse extreme 

weighted score of projects in each attribute. The decision making group can 

suggest another definition of ideal projects by deciding that the highest 

possible score (e.g. 100) multiplied by the attribute weight is the positive 

ideal, while the lowest possible score (e.g. 0) multiplied by the attribute 

weight is the negative ideal. 

 

After applying TOPSIS, the projects are then ranked according to the Ci

+ 

ratio. This will help decision makers to select all projects or choose from them 

to form the alternative portfolios in Step 12 of the portfolio selection stage. 
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5.2.3 Portfolio Selection Stage 

After projects are evaluated and ranked, the decision makers can not easily 

take the highest ranked projects until the budget is exhausted to form the 

R&D portfolio without fulfilling other constraints and preferences. As seen in 

the project evaluation stage, alternative portfolios are formed, evaluated and 

the final portfolio is selected by the end of this stage. The steps of the 

portfolio selection stage are described as follows: 

 

Step 11: Decide the Constraints and Preferences of this Period’s 

Portfolio. 

Initial constraints and priorities were identified in step 2 at the first stage of 

the methodology. At Step 11, decision makers are given the opportunity to 

modify or add more constraints for the selection of the final portfolio. For 

example, the director of R&D could insist on including a specific project in the 

final R&D portfolio. This is treated as a „golden‟ project and added to the list 

of constraints of portfolio selection. Examples of constraints that decision 

makers could think of are shown in Table 5-1, where x represents a binary 

value of 1 when project is selected and 0 otherwise. 

 
 

Constraints can be also generated from the factors of portfolio balancing 

discussed in section 3.2.1.  
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Table 5-1: Examples of Constraints and their Representation in ILP 

Logic of Constraint Constraint Representation in ILP 

Not more than 3 projects to be selected 

from one classification 
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 ≤ 3 

Project 1 is a golden project x1 = 1 

Projects 1 and 2 should not appear 

together in the portfolio 
x1 + x2 ≤ 1 

Projects 1 and 2 should appear 

together in the portfolio 
x1 - x2 = 0 

 

 

Step 12: Form the Portfolios that Satisfy this Period’s Objectives and 

Constraints. 

This step deals with the issue of generating alternative portfolios to be 

evaluated. From the first glance, this step appears to be easy. In reality, it is 

not. The number of combinations between projects could be very high 

especially if the constraints are few. In order to do this, the researcher 

developed a integer linear programming (ILP) model that can generate 

portfolios by maximising the number of projects in the portfolio, subject to 

different constraints and preferences. The objective function is shown below: 




k

i
ixMax

1
)(( ,   i= 1, 2, …., k 

 

Where x is a binary variable of 1 if project i is selected, or 0 if the project is 

not selected in the portfolio, and k is the total number of projects. 
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ILP enables decision makers to express their preferences and constraints in 

the model. For example, a maximum budget constraint can be written as 

follows: 

Bxb i

k

i

i 


)*(
1

,   i=1, …., k 

 

Where b represents project budget and B is the total budget for this period‟s 

R&D portfolio. 

 

It is known that ILP gives only one solution, so how can we generate many 

portfolios using this model? The answer is to replace the first solution of 

projects as a constraint in the model and solving the model again. This will 

give us the second „best‟ portfolio according to the model. The word „best‟ 

means the portfolio that maximise the number of projects subject to given 

constraints. For example, assume that projects 1, 2 and 4 appeared in the 

first portfolio, adding this as a constraint for finding the second portfolio is 

represented as follows: 

2421  xxx  

The idea is to prevent projects 1, 2 and 4 from appearing in the next portfolio. 

The second solution of the model will enter the model as a constraint, and so 

on for the next solutions until all possible portfolios are generated. 

 

If the model do not give a solution, then the decision making group needs to 

relax some constraints and resolve the model again. 
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Step 13: Calculate the Relative Scores and Weights for Each Portfolio. 

After generating alternative portfolios, the group could specify new weights 

for the portfolio because the importance of an attribute for projects is different 

from the importance of the same attribute for portfolios. This could happen if 

the projects are not all homogeneous and individual groups of projects were 

treated differently than others. Goodwin and Wright (2004) present a method 

of dealing with this type of change in Chapter 13 of their book. 

 

The decision makers calculate scores by combining the weighted scores of 

projects in the portfolio for each attribute and multiply it by the relative weight 

of the same attribute in the portfolio. 

 

Step 14: Check the Satisfaction of Decision Makers with Scores and 

Weights. 

Again, this is a check point where decision makers emphasise on the 

attributes‟ weights and scores of portfolios. If they are not satisfied, they can 

return back to the previous step and recalculate weights and scores of 

alternative portfolios again. If satisfaction is reached, decision makers can 

proceed to the next step. 

 

Step 15: Perform Portfolio Evaluation Based on TOPSIS to Produce a 

List of Ranked Portfolios and Make a Provisional Decision. 

This step assesses how „good‟ a portfolio is compared to other portfolios. By 

applying TOPSIS on portfolios in the same way done previously on 
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alternative projects, the portfolios can be ranked according to their ratio of 

Ci

+. 

 

Most probably, the decision maker will select the portfolio that is ranked at 

the top of the list as a provisional decision. More investigations on the 

portfolio can be done in the next step if the group agreed about the 

provisional portfolio. If not agreed, the group should return back to Steps 11 

to 14 again and make modifications on the constraints, alternative portfolios, 

scores, or/and weights. 

 

Step 16: Apply Sensitivity Analysis and Make a Final Decision About 

the R&D Portfolio. 

Sensitivity analysis is a useful tool in structuring and solving of decision 

models using decision analysis techniques. It answers the question, “What 

makes a difference in this decision?” (Clemen & Reily 2001). It is used to 

examine how robust the choice of an alternative is to changes in the figures 

used in the analysis (Goodwin & Wright 2004). Analysing the factors used in 

the R&D portfolio selection methodology, changing weights could change the 

choice of the R&D portfolio. Scores are very difficult to change due to the 

large number of changes which is time consuming. 

 

Spider graphs are good sensitivity analysis visualisation tool where 

continuous changing of one variable results in visualising the effect on the 

final score. Decision makers can use this tool to see how sensitive their 

provisional portfolio is to changes of attribute weights. If small changes affect 
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the provisional portfolio, decision makers need to discuss whether to choose 

another portfolio or stick with the one in hand. 

 

Decision makers can use other visualisation tools to ensure the 

attractiveness of the portfolio. Using Pie Charts representing the different 

technologies addressed by the portfolio is one example of visualising the 

characteristics of the selected portfolio. 

 

By the end of this step, decision makers are able to decide whether to carry 

on and fund the selected R&D portfolio or return back to Steps 11 to 16 

again. If the decision makers are satisfied with the selected portfolio, the final 

decision is reached. 

 

An important point needs to be emphasised about projects that did not 

appear in the final portfolio: it is essential that decision makers look again 

and examine individual rejected projects to make sure that good projects, or 

projects that need some modifications, are not killed. Rejecting a project 

could be due to budget availability, portfolio balance issues, or simply 

because this period‟s projects are too good. Those rejected projects could be 

modified and may enter next R&D selection period. 

 

In the next chapter, a case study of selecting R&D portfolio in the Saudi oil 

refining industry is presented. Details of constructing the decision hierarchy 

are provided and a numerical example using simulation is discussed. The 

methodology benefited from informal feedbacks from decision makers in the 
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Saudi Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, Ministry of Economy 

and Planning, and Aramco.  
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6 Industrial Case Study 

 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the application of the multi-attribute decision making 

methodology for selecting new R&D portfolios in the form of a case study of 

R&D activities in Saudi Aramco oil refining operations. The aim of this case 

study is to verify and connect findings with certain gaps identified in the 

literature review and the research questions. 

 

Numerical data was produced using simulation instead of real data. This is 

due to security and confidentiality issues from Aramco despite a gentlemen 

agreement of providing real data with senior decision makers in the Saudi 

Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, and the Saudi Ministry of 

Economy and Planning (see section 1.2.3). Nevertheless, using simulation 

gave the researcher insights about the operationality of the methodology.  

 

This chapter describes the process of application of the methodology and the 

outcomes resulting from using Monte Carlo simulation based on the view of 

the researcher and informal feedback from R&D people at Aramco. The 

researcher used MS-EXCELTM spreadsheets to organise data and apply the 

calculation methods more easily.  
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The ranges of cost data and other general information about R&D refining 

projects used by the researcher are from R&D refining projects of the 

National Energy Technology Laboratory, US (2007). The projects are 

considered by R&D people as similar to Aramco‟s R&D refining projects 

 

Based on the literature review and the needs of the Saudi oil refining 

industry, the decision making methodology for selecting R&D portfolios was 

developed and modified. The methodology is based on the decision making 

concepts described in the literature review (see chapter 2) and by adapting 

some of the famous methods to fill research gaps and fulfill the demands and 

needs of R&D organisations. 

 

6.2 Oil Refining at Saudi Aramco 

Over the past decade, Saudi Aramco has grown from mainly an oil and gas 

producing company to an integrated company with substantial shipping and 

refining assets. Saudi Aramco today is the world's largest oil producer and 

tenth in refining capacity. It is committed to ensuring that Saudi Arabia will be 

self-sufficient in meeting domestic demand for refined products well into the 

next century.  

 

Oil refining is an essential operation to provide markets with important 

products such as gasoline, kerosene, diesel and asphalt. Aramco operates 

five domestic refineries and two domestic joint-venture refineries. More than 

half of the company‟s refining capacity is at international equity and joint-

venture refineries. 
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The main issues in refining are the need to meet increasingly stringent 

environmental requirements while operating efficiently and profitably. 

Refining upgrades have been undertaken with Saudi Aramco's joint venture 

partners in the United States and Korea, and are planned in the Philippines 

and in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

 

The responsibility of Aramco towards the country is very high not only 

because of economic profitability but also because of other internal and 

external factors that influence the Saudi oil industry (see Figure 6-1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1: Factors Influencing the Saudi Oil Refining Industry 

Saudi Oil Industry 
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Economic Issues 

Crude oil production is very important for Saudi Arabia since about %75 of 

the state income is from crude oil (ANON. 2003). It is estimated that Saudi 

will stay depending on oil as the first source of income for the next years. 

Aramco‟s officials say that their experts are looking at production strategies 

for the year 2054. The main responsibility of Aramco is to ensure efficient use 

of this natural resource by investing wisely to increase profitability. Aramco is 

a major supplier of crude oil to the US, the European market and other Asian 

economies. 

 

One of Aramco‟s economic responsibilities is providing the fuel and feedstock 

needed for future economic development and diversification. Refined 

products are main inputs for many industries (e.g. petrochemical industry) 

and it needs to satisfy the demand of those industries. The increasing 

domestic demand for fuel is an important factor that has influence on the 

Saudi oil industry. At the same time, the wages it pays, the contracts it lets, 

and the goods it purchases are also important drivers for the kingdom‟s 

domestic economy. During 2003, Saudi Aramco executed contract actions 

worth some $3.5 billion, with a majority going to Saudi-owned or Saudi joint-

venture companies. Aramco also issued purchase orders of $1.6 billion for 

materials, equipment and supplies: 87 per cent of that total was placed 

directly with Saudi manufacturers and vendors. 

 

Globalisation in the new millennium makes it easier for companies to operate 

outside the mother land. Saudi Aramco attracts foreign investments from 
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different parts of the world, including companies from the US, Japan, UK, 

China, India and other international companies. 

 

Political Issues 

Through establishing relations with international companies, Aramco is 

considered as a key player for strengthening the bounds between Saudi and 

other countries. For example, signing oil projects with companies from China 

and India is one way to make political relations with the two new economic 

giants more strong. Political agreements between OPEC countries is another 

important factor to ensure oil production stability. 

 

Technological Issues 

Aramco is a leader in the field of advanced technology. The computing facility 

in the Exploration and Petroleum Engineering Centre (EXPEC) is ranked 

among the world‟s top computer centres of any kind. It stores roughly four 

times as much as what NASA handles. The Saudi company is one of the 

world‟s largest users of SAP technology, and utilises the latest business 

integration systems to manage its ongoing operations.  

 

The new R&D centre located in the east coast has a major responsibility to 

develop technologies and solutions for today‟s exploration, refining, 

environmental and other challenges. The R&D centre, staffed by more than 

400 employees, has 17 registered patents in addition to more than 90 patent 

applications. The areas of R&D activities of Aramco are illustrated in Figure 

6-2. 
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Figure 6-2: R&D Activities in Aramco 
 

 

Environmental Issues 

Saudi is among the countries that are concerned with today‟s environmental 

challenges, such as reducing carbon emission and desulphurising fuel. The 

residuals of oil consumption have continuous negative effects on the 

environment since there is no proven replacement for oil as a major source of 

energy. 

 

Socio-Cultural Issues 

Aramco has long been a leader in the area of Saudisation (i.e. employing 

Saudi nationals). While having citizens of more than 50 different nations on 

its employment rolls, about 85 per cent of its workforce is made up of Saudi 

nationals, and hold roughly 97 percent of the top 200 jobs in the company. 

According to the Saudi Eighth Development Plan published by the Saudi 

Ministry of Economy and Planning (2004), Aramco is one of the national 
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companies that the country depends on to absorb new Saudi entrants to the 

domestic market. 

 

The issues discussed above have some interdependencies between each 

other. Political agreements, such as Kyoto Protocol, force oil companies to 

seek reasonable solutions for environmental challenges. To face 

environmental concerns, R&D has an important role to develop new 

technologies that can efficiently solve or at least minimize the effects of oil 

consumption on the environment. Reducing unemployment in the country 

has an economic, political and socio-cultural impact. But most importantly, all 

the influencing factors have direct or indirect effect on the country‟s economy. 

 

All those issues and other factors were considered during the identification of 

decision attributes for evaluating projects and portfolios of the R&D selection 

methodology in Aramco‟s oil refining operations. 

 

6.3 Application of the R&D Portfolio Selection Methodology 

for Saudi Oil Refining 

The multi-attribute decision making methodology for selecting new R&D 

projects developed by the researcher requires testing to ensure its validity 

and operationality. Few research work available in literature about selection 

of R&D projects in the oil industry. Heinemann, Hoefner and Donlon (1998) 

proposed a method for quantifying the value of upstream oil technologies 

using a value-to-cost analysis for selecting upstream R&D portfolio at Mobil. 

Suslick and Furtado (2001) introduce a framework for portfolio selection of oil 
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exploration projects. The framework is based on the Multi-Attribute Utility 

Theory (MAUT) considering three objectives: technological, environmental 

and financial gain. 

 

There is no available literature about selecting R&D refining portfolios and 

the proposed methods lack some issues discussed in section 3.4. Although 

the general attributes can be shared for project evaluation between upstream 

and refining projects, but the decision elements under the general headings 

are different as will be seen when identifying the decision attributes for oil 

refining projects. 

 

The methodology for selecting R&D portfolios in Saudi oil refining operations 

is applied in the same way described in chapter 5.  

 

6.3.1 Preparatory Stage 

Step 1: Identify the Decision Maker(s) 

The decision making group consists of the head of R&D in Aramco‟s centre 

of research and development and the heads of research divisions of oil 

refining. At the beginning, the group needs a facilitator who understands the 

methods used and tools applied by the methodology. Another person is 

needed to help in using computer spreadsheets, which will be described later 

in the methodology. 
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Step 2: Identify Objectives, Priorities and Initial Constraints of Current 

Selection Period. 

The objectives and priorities of this year‟s portfolio selection activity were 

received as searching and developing technologies that are related to the 

following areas: 

 Clean fuels. 

 Hydrogen (H2) production. 

 Production of petrochemicals feedstock and chemicals from refined 

product. 

 Upgrading low-value refined products. 

 

R&D for oil refining has its own budget which is seen as a constraint for 

selecting the portfolio. Another constraint is that each one of the above areas 

should be represented with projects in the selected portfolio. Thresholds such 

as projects that can harm the environment should not go through full 

evaluation. A final constraint assumed to stop projects with expected return 

to cost ratio less than 2. 

 

Step 3: Identify the Attributes that Projects will be Evaluated Against. 

Using literature about general project evaluation attributes, documents, such 

as the Eighth Development Plan, and Aramco‟s requirements, the researcher 

used the bottom-up approach for constructing the decision hierarchy for 

evaluating oil refining R&D projects shown in Figure 6-3. 
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Figure 6-3: Decision Attributes for Evaluating R&D Project  

in the Saudi Oil Refining Industry 

 

 

The definition of each decision attribute is provided below. The methods for 

quantifying each attribute are presented in Step 7 of the methodology. 

 

Finance (F) 

This attribute represents the expected monetary gain (or loss) form carrying 

out a specific project. It uses estimated values of cost and return. The details 

about Cost (C), Return (RE) and economic methods for financial estimation 

are provided in Appendix B. Though, Aramco has its own way of estimating 

the finance attribute using special designed computer software. 

 

Technology (T) 

Technology is an important strategic asset for Aramco. One of the common 

definitions used for technology is “the application of knowledge to useful 
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objectives” (Boer 1999). Therefore, technology emerges when the related 

knowledge is developed into visible application. Technology could be 

physical items (e.g. machines or equipment) or also be methods, techniques 

or computer software that are required to solve different problems or achieve 

certain objectives. 

 

The aim of the technology attribute is to assess the impact of a project‟s 

technology on the needs and objectives of Aramco in oil refining, on the 

improvement in competitive position of Aramco and the level of knowledge 

available to implement it. To achieve this aim, the following decision 

elements are used: 

 

 Technology Importance (TI): The importance of the technology that 

this project is targeting. Importance could emerge from the priority of 

the technology used or developed by the project, or from the 

importance of the refined product targeted by the technology. 

 

 Gap Concern (G): the importance of acting on the gap between 

Aramco and major oil refining competitors in relation to this 

technology. That is the importance of the technological gap that this 

project aims to bridge. 

 

 Impact (I): The scope of impact of this technology on different 

research areas or different refining products. A project can be seen 
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more attractive if the technology applied has positive influence on 

more than one product or R&D area of interest. 

 

 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR): Sometimes it is difficult to acquire 

the rights of a technology due to property rights of other companies 

that developed it in the first place. Aramco‟s strategy is to try to 

develop its own technologies in order to patent them and be able to 

exploit them commercially. 

 

Employment (E) 

The Employment attribute assesses the expected number of Saudis to be 

employed from implementing a project. It aims to emphasise on the concept 

of Saudisation in Aramco and creating job opportunities for Saudis to work in 

the organisation. Reducing the number of expatriate employees is one of the 

main objectives of the Saudi Eighth Development Plan. 

 

Opportunity (O) 

This attribute represents all the subjective benefits that can be gained from 

implementing a project. The decision attributes under opportunity can not be 

easily quantified in monetary values, so decision makers deal with them 

based on experience and judgement. The decision elements that represent 

opportunity for Aramco are: 

 Environment Friendliness (EF): One of the conditions that Aramco 

require about selecting project is to be environmental friendly. 

Whether the outputs are harming the environment or not is screening 
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factor not a decision attribute. The degree of friendliness of the project 

is what is assessed by this decision element. 

 

 Partnership (P): This decision element assesses the opportunity of 

establishing partnerships with other companies to carry out the project 

under evaluation. This is to encourage projects that strengthen 

relationships with companies outside Saudi Arabia like China and 

India. 

 

Risk (R) 

Risk is defined in the context of the methodology as the probability that the 

project will deliver its goal and objectives successfully. If the probability of 

success is low, the risk is considered high and vice versa. Risk elements are: 

 Resources Availability (RA): The availability of people, equipment, 

material... etc. to carry out a project. For example, do we have the 

required people to implement this project? The company may need to 

recruit more people or share expertise with other R&D divisions.  

 

 Technical Success (TS): the probability that a project will succeed to 

achieve its technical goals. If the project goal and objectives are not 

well defined, probability of technical success is considered low. 

 

 Budget Control (B): the probability that a project will successfully finish 

within its specified budget. It is the degree of accuracy when 

estimating the costs of a project. 
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 Schedule Control (S): the probability that a project will successfully 

finish within its specified time duration. Some projects could be very 

complex that they may take longer than expected. 

 

Risk in the context of the methodology is not related to project management 

risk that is assessed after project execution. Project creators need to write a 

description for each of the decision elements under the attribute “risk” to help 

decision makers understand the overall probability of success of projects. 

 

By the end of Step 3, the group generates a general guideline statement that 

include the objectives, priorities and preferences of this year‟s portfolio 

selection period, highlighting the constraints, conditions, and decision 

attributes that projects will be evaluated against. Project creators take this 

statement and try to fulfil these requirements when generating projects. The 

following statement is an example of guidelines for creating R&D project for 

oil refining: 

 

“It is desirable that a project should address one of our four main R&D areas: 

clean fuels, Hydrogen (H2) production, production of petrochemicals 

feedstock and chemicals from refined product, and upgrading low-value 

refined products. It is important that the technology addressed in a project 

complies with environmental standards and preferred to minimise negative 

effects on the environment. We are looking forward for opportunities to 
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establish R&D partnerships with companies in China and India, and maintain 

good relations with other international companies. 

 

The company needs projects that apply our important technologies. Aramco 

has a very high level of concern in relation to competitiveness in these 

technologies to maintain and improve our position as leaders in some of 

them and bridge the gap between us and other competitors in other 

technologies where we are lagging. The more the probability of benefiting 

from the technologies in the different R&D divisions and generating patents, 

the more attractive projects are seen. 

  

As a company policy, any project with less than our normal return to 

investment ratio of less than two is very unlikely to attract funding in this 

selection period. However this will not apply to R&D projects addressing pure 

research relating to new products which the company is always keen to 

encourage.  The investment required to carry out projects for this year is 

again limited to £10m. Projects’ financial estimations have to be calculated 

according to the company’s financial procedures and follow its financial 

guidelines.   

 

A brief description of estimated project risk is required for each project 

according to the different elements of risk attached with this statement and 

your R&D head of division will discuss them with you in details. As usual the 

company is looking for a balanced R&D project portfolio with a good mix of 
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projects that address our product requirements and advance the state of art 

of our technologies”.  

 

Project creator can be given up to one month to prepare projects that are 

aligned, as close as possible, with the guidelines described above. 

 

6.3.2 Project Evaluation Stage 

After creating projects, the decision making group tries to evaluate projects to 

measure the strength and attractiveness of each project. To make sure that 

all projects are worthy to go through detailed evaluation, decision makers 

need to be careful when applying Step 4. 

 

Step 4: Identify and Screen Projects. 

This is the gate where projects will be stopped from further evaluation if they 

do not comply with the conditions of return to cost more than 2 and 

environmental regulations. Usually, a number between 20 and 30 projects 

are allowed to go through detailed evaluation in Aramco‟s oil refining R&D. 

This research takes the maximum extreme of 30 projects to go through the 

full evaluation process. 

 

Step 5: Check the Homogeneity of Projects. 

As discussed in section 5.2.2, projects are not always similar and they should 

not, therefore, be evaluated in the same way. Although most of the time 

refining projects at Aramco are treated equally, this research explores two 

scenarios: 
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Scenario 1: Projects are homogeneous. 

Scenario 2: Classify project to reach homogeneity 

 

The research shows the differences between the two scenarios when 

evaluating projects using TOPSIS. 

 

Step 6: Classify Projects to Reach Homogeneity. 

To reach homogeneity, projects were classified according to different refining 

R&D areas. The projects matrix for this classification is shown in Figure 6-4. 

 

  Projects 

R
&

D
 A

re
a

 

Clean Fuels 
P1 to P8 

Upgrading Low Value Refined Products 
P9 to P16 

Petrochemicals Feedstock and 
Chemicals from Refined Products 

P17 to P23 

H2 Production 
P24 to P30 

Figure 6-4: Projects Matrix  

 

 

Step 7: Measure the Performance of Each Project on Each Attribute. 

Projects are now ready to be fully evaluated against the different attributes 

identified in Step 3. Due to the mix nature of quantitative and subjective 

attributes of projects, the researcher prefers to use the direct rating technique 
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used by SMART. The strong involvement of the decision makers is another 

factor for choosing the technique where all projects are compared against the 

best and worst projects according to each attribute (see Step 7 of section 

5.2.2).  

 

Each attribute consists of one or more decision elements where the direct 

scoring of decision attributes is not straightforward. The score of one decision 

attribute is a function of weights and scores of decision elements. The 

weighted scores for the different attributes are obtained from the following 

functions: 

 

E = (wE * E score) 

F = [(wC * C score) + (wRE * RE score)] 

O = [(wEF * EF score) + (wP * P score)] 

T = [(wG * G score) + (wTI * TI score) + (wI * I score) + (wIPR * IPR score)] 

R = [(wRA * RA score) + (wTS * TS score) + (wB * B score) + (wS * S score)] 

 

Where w is the weight of each decision element. Therefore, the full 

measurement of performance of projects on each attribute is fully calculated 

after Step 8. Projects scores for the two scenarios are presented in Appendix 

C. 

 

Step 8: Determine a Weight for Each Decision Attribute. 

At this step, decision makers will assign weights that reflect the importance of 

each attribute. Choosing the attribute weighting technique depends on how 
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comfort are the decision makers with the technique and the synergy between 

the weighting technique and scoring technique they used in Step 7. Swing 

weights (described in Appendix E) fulfill both conditions. 

 

There are five decision attributes that the decision makers identified before: 

Finance, Technology, Employment, Opportunity and Risk. The decision 

makers are asked to imagine a hypothetical project with all these attributes at 

their least-preferred levels, that is, a project which has the least financial 

gain, the worst technology, the least number of Saudis to employ, the least 

opportunity, and the highest level of risk. Then they are asked: if just one of 

these attributes could be moved to its best level, which would they choose? 

The decision maker may select „Finance‟. After this change has been made, 

they are asked: which attribute they would next choose to move to its best 

level, and so on until all the attributes have been ranked. The decision 

makers‟ rankings are:  

(1) Finance 

(2) Technology 

(3) Employment  

(4) Opportunity 

(5) Risk 

 

The decision makers can now give „Finance‟ a weight of 100. Since decision 

makers have already obtained the scores of projects in Step 7, the other 

weights are assessed as follows: the decision makers are asked to compare 

a swing from the least project in Technology to the most one in Technology, 
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with a swing from the project with smallest financial gain to the largest one. 

He may decide that the swing in 'Technology' is 40% as important as the 

swing in „Finance‟, so Technology is given a weight of 40. Similarly, a swing 

from the worst 'Employment' to the best is considered to be 40% as important 

as a swing from the smallest to the largest financial gain, so 'Employment' is 

assigned a weight of 40. The same is done with „Opportunity‟ and „Risk‟ the 

weights assigned are 90 and 10 respectively. Figure 6-5 illustrates the 

results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-5: Swing Weights for the R&D Oil Refining Project Attributes 
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makers. Normalisation is achieved by simply dividing each weight by the sum 

of the weights (280) and multiplying by 100.     

Attribute     Original weights Normalised Weights  

Finance     100   36 

Technology       40   14 

Employment       40   14 

Opportunity       90   32 

Risk        10    4 
     ------------------------------------------------- 
                280   100 

 

The same process can be made on the decision elements by comparing all 

of them with the best and worst decision element. After obtaining decision 

elements‟ weights, full scoring of projects can be done (see Step 7). 

 

Steps 7 and 8 require using numerical data so that further analysis can be 

applied for full evaluation of projects. As discussed before, due to security of 

information, the researcher used Monte Carlo simulation to generate 

numerical data. 

 

Monte Carlo simulations are described as static rather than dynamic 

simulation. It is defined as: “a scheme employing random numbers, that is, 

U(0,1) random variates, which is used for solving certain stochastic or 

deterministic problems where the passage of time plays no substantive role” 

(Law & Kelton 2000).  Other definitions view Monte Carlo simulation as any 

simulation involving the use of random numbers. It is called Monte Carlo 

simulation because the random number used for each trial is analogous to a 

spin of the roulette wheel at a casino. 
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In this research, Monte Carlo simulation was used to mimic the steps of 

eliciting projects‟ scores and attributes‟ weights done by the decision makers 

to evaluate R&D projects and select the portfolio. Using MS-EXCELTM 

spreadsheets, random numbers where obtained using Excel‟s Random 

Number Generator representing scores and weights. The probability 

distribution used was uniform since the probability of having a score or 

weight between 0 and 100 is the same. That is, decision makers could give 

any attribute a weight between 0 and 100, and projects could have scores 

between 0 and 100. Appendix C shows the spreadsheets where random 

numbers were used. 

 

Step 9: Check the Satisfaction of the Decision Making Group with the 

Scores and Weights. 

As mentioned in section 5.2.2, this step prevents decision makers from 

changing the weights and scores after Step 10. If they have any skeptics 

about a score or weight, they should resolve it at this step. If no changes are 

required, the group could start Step 10. 

 

Step 10: Evaluate Projects Based on TOPSIS and Produce a Ranked 

List of Projects. 

After obtaining the scores and weights by using the Excel function of 

Random Number Generator, the next step was designing spreadsheets to 

evaluate projects using the TOPSIS technique. TOPSIS identifies positive 

and negative ideal weighted scores and calculates how far a project is from 
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the negative ideal and how near it is from the positive ideal. The technique 

then ranks projects according to the position of projects from the ideal 

weighted scores.  

 

There is a TOPSIS spreadsheet for each homogeneity scenario. The 

difference between them is that the evaluation in scenario 2 is done for each 

R&D area while scenario 1 spreadsheet deals with projects as if they are all 

from the same classification. A radar diagram of the top five projects is 

shown in Figure 6-6. 

 

Figure 6-6: Radar Diagram of the Top Five Evaluated Projects 
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The spreadsheet compares the ranking of TOPSIS with SMART ranking. 

Chapter 6 presents this comparison as part of the research discussion.  

 

6.3.3 Portfolio Selection Stage 

Projects evaluation shows how good each project is. Taking the top projects 

without balancing the portfolio could be misleading for decision makers and 

the need to consider the constraints and their preferences. The following 

steps show how this is done for the case study. 

  

Step 11: Decide the Constraints and Preferences of this Period’s 

Portfolio. 

The initial constraints and preferences defined in Step 2 represent the bases 

for balancing portfolios. The researcher did not recognise a need for 

additional constraints.  

 

Another constraint generator is the projects matrix. Decision makers can 

assign percentages of budget for each classification. The percentages 

multiplied by the total budget are constraints for generating portfolios. Figure 

6-7 shows an example of a constrained projects matrix. 
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  Projects Budget 

R
&

D
 A

re
a

 
Clean Fuels 

P1 to P8 40% 

Upgrading Low Value Refined Products 
P9 to P16 20% 

Petrochemicals Feedstock and 
Chemicals from Refined Products 

P17 to P23 20% 

H2 Production 
P24 to P30 20% 

 
 

 100% 

Figure 6-7: Example of a Constrained Projects Matrix 

 

The constraint for the „clean fuels‟ classification of the above example can be 

written as follows: 

 

x1*b1 + x2*b2 + x3*b3 + x4*b4 + x5*b5 + x6*b6 + x7*b7 + x8*b8 ≤ 0.4*B 

 

where x is a binary variable of 0 or 1, b represents a projects budget or cost, 

and B is the total budget. 

 

Step 12: Form the Portfolios that Satisfy this Period’s Objectives and 

Constraints. 

To select the R&D portfolio, decision makers should evaluate alternative 

portfolios that satisfy this year‟s objectives and constraints. The researcher 

developed a ILP model that aims to generate alternative portfolios that 

comply with different constraint. The objective function is: 
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Where x is a value of either 0 or 1. Satisfying the objective function is subject 

to: 

 

 Budget constraint: the total investment of the selected portfolio should 

not exceed this year‟s budget for oil refining R&D projects (i.e. £10m)

   

10)*(
30

1




i

i

i xb ,   i=1, …., 30 

 

 
 Classifications constraints: at least one project from each R&D area 

should be included in the selected portfolio 

x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8 ≥ 1 

x9 + x10 + x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 + x15 + x16 ≥ 1 

x17 + x18 + x19 + x20 + x21 + x22 + x23 ≥ 1 

x24 + x25 + x26 + x27 + x28 + x29 + x30 ≥ 1 

 

The researcher used Premium Solver which is a tool that operates under 

Excel. It is a powerful tool to find optimum solutions for functions that have 

restrictions. To be able to use Premium Solver, the model needs to be written 

in a special way (see Appendix D). The first solution of the model was a 

portfolio of 6 projects: 8, 12, 18, 22, 26 and 28, with an investment of exactly 

£10m. This portfolio will enter the model as a constraint to generate another 

portfolio. The constraint is written as follows: 

X8 + x12 + x18 + x22 + x26 + x28 ≤ 5 
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This resulted with another portfolio of 6 projects: 8, 15, 18, 22, 26 and 28, 

with an investment of £9.9. This portfolio will enter again as a constraint in 

the model with the previous portfolio to generate another alternative portfolio, 

and so on until reaching a state of no solution. The number of portfolio 

generated was more than 50 portfolios and the researcher selected the first 

40 portfolios to go through the next step. 

 

Step 13: Calculate the Relative Scores and Weights for Each Portfolio. 

For each portfolio of the 40 portfolios generated, decision makers calculate 

the relative scores of portfolios and assign attributes‟ weights. As discussed 

in Step 13 of section 5.2.3, decision makers tend to keep the same weights 

of project evaluation for portfolio selection. The scores were calculated by 

adding project scores of each attribute. 

 

Table 6-1 shows the scores of individual projects and the calculation of their 

portfolio scores for the first selected portfolio of scenario 1. 
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Table 6-1: Example of Attribute Weights and Total Portfolio Scores 

  Attributes 

  F E T O R 

 Weights 0.36 0.14 .014 0.32 0.04 
P

ro
je

c
ts

 

P8 60 40 57.50 83 38.89 

P12 100 40 59.17 86 39.26 

P18 50 100 56.67 96 34.07 

P22 70 50 43.33 100 59.26 

P26 80 80 33.75 45 38.89 

P28 90 30 66.25 80 45.93 

 Portfolio 450 340 316.67 490 256.3 

 

 

The full TOPSIS evaluation of alternative portfolios is shown in Appendix C. 

 

Step 14: Check the Satisfaction of Decision Makers with Scores and 

Weights. 

Decision makers need to make sure that they reached consensus about the 

weights and scores. If there is any issue of concern about weights or scores, 

decision makers should resolve it before getting to the next step. 

 

Step 15: Perform Portfolio Evaluation Based on TOPSIS to Produce a 

List of Ranked Portfolios and Make a Provisional Decision. 

The TOPSIS technique ranks portfolios according to their distance from the 

positive and negative ideal weighted scores. The ranking showed that 

portfolio PT26 of projects 8, 12, 15, 18, 21 and 28 is the top ranked portfolio 

with total investment of £9.9m. Decision makers should consider this portfolio 
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as a provisional decision. The next step applies more analysis and provides 

some visualisation tools to reach a final decision. 

 

Step 16: Apply Sensitivity Analysis and Make a Final Decision About 

the R&D Portfolio. 

Sensitivity analysis illustrates how changing the different portfolio weights 

could affect the ranking of alternative portfolios. Figure 6-8 shows how 

changing the swing weight of Finance affects the ranking of portfolios in a 

spider graph. It shows that once the weight of Finance is between 100 and 

82, the top portfolio will remain as PT26. If the weight is between 82 and 70, 

the decision will change to PT27, while the top ranked portfolio will be PT8 if 

the weight I less than 70. Decision makers at this point could either stick with 

their provisional portfolio (i.e. PT26) or select PT8 if they are not confident 

that the Finance weight could go under 82. PT27 is considered sensitive to 

changes and selecting it could be „risky‟. Decision makers could assess the 

sensitivity of other attributes‟ weights in the same way it is done for Finance. 

 

Other visualisation tools could be applied to ensure the balance of the 

provisional portfolio. Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 illustrate the distribution of 

projects and investment size in the final portfolio according to R&D areas by 

using pie charts. 
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Figure 6-8: Spider Graph for Changing ‘Finance’ Weight 

 

After assessing the sensitivity of weights and ensuring the balance of the 

portfolio, decision makers either stick with PT26 or returning back to Steps 11 

to 16 again. From the viewpoint of the researcher, many decision makers 

treat Finance as the most important attribute and the likelihood of assigning a 

weight of less than 82 to Finance is low. PT26 looks balanced and there is no 

need to replace it with another portfolio. PT26 is the final decision that 

represents the selected R&D portfolio of refining projects for the current year. 
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Figure 6-9: Distribution of Projects According to R&D Areas 

 

 

Figure 6-10: Distribution of the Total Investment According to R&D Areas 
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Despite that the case study represents the selection of R&D portfolio of oil 

refining projects in Aramco using a mix of real information, and simulated 

responses and data, but it gave insights to the researcher of how the 

methodology can flow from step to step and modifications needed to improve 

the methodology. Discussion of the case study and conclusions are 

presented in chapter 7.  
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7 Discussion and Conclusions 
 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Increased energy demand is a major factor for the energy industry to invest 

in innovative technologies by developing processes and products that deliver 

improved efficiency and environmental performance. With oil continues to 

satisfy a major part of the energy needs, it is important for oil companies to 

invest wisely in R&D projects. 

 

Literature is full of significant contributions and many methods and 

techniques exist in practice in the area of R&D project selection. However, 

available methods lack a framework that starts from the creation of projects 

to balancing and selection of the portfolio. Moreover, there is a lack of studies 

in portfolio selection where the involvement of the decision maker is 

significantly high. 

 

This thesis investigated methods and techniques used for the purpose of 

R&D project evaluation and portfolio selection. With the aim of application in 

a government-owned oil company, this has resulted in the development of a 

decision making methodology by mainly combining and modifying two 

techniques of decision making, SMART and TOPSIS, to support R&D 

portfolio selection. The methodology is divided into three stages with different 

steps in each stage.  
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The preparatory stage identifies the decision makers and the objectives of 

the current R&D portfolio selection period that are derived from the strategic 

goals of the company. It also identifies the initial thresholds and different 

attributes which projects will be evaluated against.  

 

The second stage concentrates on the evaluation of individual projects by 

first screening them to identify projects that are worthy of detailed evaluation. 

The next steps of this stage are measuring the performance of each project 

on each attribute and assigning weights to each one of the attributes. If the 

decision makers are satisfied with the scores they gave to projects and the 

weights they assigned to attributes, projects are then evaluated using 

TOPSIS to produce a ranked list of projects.  

 

In the portfolio selection stage, the decision makers agree about the final 

constraints and form portfolios that satisfy this period‟s objectives and 

constraints using Linear Integer Programming (LIP). Portfolios are then 

evaluated using TOPSIS to produce a ranked list of portfolios which will give 

a provisional decision. The final step is to apply sensitivity analysis to reach a 

final decision about the R&D portfolio. 

 

A case study about selecting oil refining R&D portfolio at a Saudi, 

government-owned oil company (Aramco) is presented with Monte Carlo 

simulation of two different scenarios for application. 
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7.2 Discussion 

There is a large amount of literature available about the problem of R&D 

portfolio selection (chapter 3) but managers struggled to apply them due to 

different reasons (section 1.2). The review of the literature in chapter 3 

revealed that there is a lack of a clear methodology of R&D portfolio selection 

that assures managers that the final portfolio is aligned with their enterprises‟ 

goals and objectives. 

 

Reviewing various decision making concepts and methods was essential in 

this research to produce a methodology that utilises important concepts to 

ensure its ability to serve managers in their problem of portfolio selection 

(chapter 2). The area of MCDM is rich with concepts and methods that 

require some modifications to suite the problem of R&D portfolio selection 

(section 2.4.4). 

 

Literature review in section 1.1 revealed that there is a need for oil 

companies to invest in innovative technologies to satisfy the increasing 

demand for energy. Differences between NOCs and IOCs were identified, 

with differences between Saudi Aramco and other NOCs highlighted. It 

showed the high involvement of managers in making decisions whether .they 

are day-to-day or strategic decisions. 

 

As a response to the above, the main research question in chapter 1 “How 

can an effective decision making methodology be designed and implemented 

for R&D project evaluation and portfolio selection at government-owned oil 
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enterprises?” addresses the research aim to gain a thorough understanding 

of R&D portfolio selection, and to develop a methodology to support 

enterprise‟s technology investment decisions. Research questions and gaps 

in literature and practice showed the need for an easy-to-apply portfolio 

selection methodology that is driven by enterprise‟s objectives and 

preferences (chapter 5). 

 

The case study presented in chapter 6 showed how to apply the multi-

attribute decision making methodology for selecting R&D projects for Saudi 

Aramco‟s oil refining operations. The case study described in details the 

application of the different stages and steps of the methodology and provided 

numerical testing data using Monte Carlo simulation to represent the 

responses of decision makers. The researcher developed a ILP model and 

implement it as one way to generate combinations of projects that satisfy 

several objectives and constraints.  

 

The identification of the five attributes of projects and portfolios (i.e. Finance, 

Technology, Employment, Opportunity and Risk), and the relative decision 

elements helped in evaluating and selecting R&D projects. The researcher 

proposed additional attributes and decision elements but some experts 

thought that including them is not applicable for the current time. Under the 

attribute „Employment‟, for example, the researcher suggested including a 

decision element that assesses the education level needed for the jobs to be 

offered by a project, but the Eighth Development Plan shows that there is a 
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need to employ Saudis from different education backgrounds and this 

decision element will not make any difference when assessing projects. 

 

The methodology produced visualisation tools to aid and give insights to 

decision makers about the selected portfolio and its characteristics. Spider 

graphs, pie charts and radar diagram assists decision makers to examine 

how good the portfolio is to the company. The researcher compared between 

the results of the R&D portfolio selection methodology and portfolios ranking 

produced by the SMART technique and ILP to show decision makers the 

differences between the methods. 

 

SMART combines the different projects‟ scores and attribute weights by 

calculating the overall „attractiveness‟ of portfolios using the additive 

weighted scores for each project in a portfolio as shown below: 

 

Attractiveness = )]*()*()*()*()*[(
1

iRiOiEiTi

n

i

F RwOwEwTwFw 


 

Where wF, wT, wE, wO, and wR are the weights of the attributes, and F, T, E, 

O and R are the scores of each project in the portfolio.  

 

On the other hand, the ILP model aims to find portfolios which maximise the 

overall attractiveness. The ranked results showed that using TOPSIS gave 

significantly different portfolio rankings than SMART and ILP as shown in 

Table 7-1. The reason for that difference is due to the applied concepts 

behind each method. SMART and ILP tries to maximise the overall 
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attractiveness of portfolios, while TOPSIS ranks portfolios according to their 

overall attributes distance from the positive and negative ideal solution. The 

concept behind TOPSIS is to balance positives and negatives which is more 

cautious than maximising the overall positives only. 

 

Table 7-1: Comparison between TOPSIS, SMART and ILP 

 Rankings 

Portfolios TOPSIS SMART ILP 

PT1 13 31 31 

PT2 30 40 40 

PT3 40 23 23 

PT4 9 8 8 

PT5 39 38 38 

PT6 37 36 36 

PT7 22 26 26 

PT8 6 22 22 

PT9 16 24 24 

PT10 3 19 19 

PT11 36 20 20 

PT12 28 18 18 

PT13 38 39 39 

PT14 34 37 37 

PT15 12 4 4 

PT16 4 2 2 

PT17 18 5 5 

PT18 5 3 3 

PT19 32 25 25 

PT20 21 21 21 

PT21 7 1 1 

PT22 8 7 7 

PT23 17 6 6 

PT24 19 9 9 

PT25 26 11 11 

PT26 1 10 10 

PT27 2 15 15 

PT28 11 13 13 

PT29 20 17 17 

PT30 15 12 12 

PT31 29 16 16 

PT32 33 27 27 

PT33 10 28 28 

PT34 27 30 30 

PT35 35 29 29 

PT36 14 35 35 

PT37 25 33 33 

PT38 31 34 34 

PT39 24 32 32 

PT40 23 14 14 
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The researcher conducted another comparison between TOPSIS and the 

efficient frontier which plots normalised weighted scores of alternative 

portfolios against two axes. Each axis represents an attribute. For example, 

selecting the portfolio according to F and T results in a trade off between the 

portfolios that appear in the top-right corner of the plot as shown in Figure 7-

1. The decision maker can plot different combinations of attributes and select 

the portfolio that always occur on the preferred top-right region of the plot. 

Using the efficient frontier concept showed that portfolio 24 is the one that 

fulfil the previous condition, while it is ranked 19 in the TOPSIS ranking list of 

portfolios. 

 

 

Figure 7-1: Portfolios Plot of Finance vs. Technology 
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The testing of two scenarios of projects‟ homogeneity showed how decision 

makers can evaluate projects in different ways. If projects are homogeneous 

(scenario 1), the whole lot of projects should be evaluated as one group. In 

the case of different projects‟ classifications (scenario 2), projects should be 

evaluated in each classification separately from other classifications. Ranking 

of projects will be within each classification in scenario 2, while in scenario 1; 

projects will be ranked over all alternative projects. Weights can remain 

unchanged for scenario 2 and the remaining evaluation are unchanged. 

Appendix C presents the spreadsheets used to evaluate projects based on 

the different scenarios.  

 

The time to carryout the whole methodology could be an area of concern for 

decision makers in the last two stages of the methodology. The number of 

alternative projects and portfolios available could consume a lot of time for 

decision makers to explore and evaluate. This is acceptable when 

considering the high involvement of decision makers in the methodology. 

Time management is very important so that discussions about individual 

projects and evaluating them should not exceed the time duration planned for 

that step. According to similar applications with the STA group in the 

University of Nottingham, decision makers can take one working day to 

accomplish an individual stage of the methodology with the aid of computer 

software. 

 

Feedback from decision makers in Aramco, the Saudi Ministry of Economy 

and Planning, and the Saudi Ministry of Petroleum and Minerals declare how 
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this methodology is easy-to-use and that the different decision attributes 

describe important factors for R&D managers to consider when evaluating oil 

refining R&D projects.   

 

7.3 Conclusions 

Economic, political, environmental, technological and socio-cultural factors 

set difficult challenges for government-owned technology-oriented companies 

in the new millennium. There is a need for tools to help facing these 

challenges by wisely investing in innovative technologies to develop 

processes and products that deliver improved efficiency and environmental 

performance. R&D is becoming more and more important for those 

companies. 

 

R&D portfolio selection methods are available in literature but lack some 

theoretical and practical issues. The methodology outlined in this thesis aims 

to help decision makers to select a balanced R&D portfolio of projects that is 

aligned with their enterprise‟s needs and objectives stated in the guidance 

statement submitted to project creators. The different stages of the 

methodology provided decision makers with the tools required to create, 

evaluate and select R&D projects in a step-by-step, east-to-use procedure. 

Dividing the methodology into three stages enables more concentration on 

the different tasks of R&D portfolio selection. 

 

Selection of R&D portfolios is not a simple problem. This research showed 

the amount of information and effort needed to tackle this „stone wall‟. 
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Nevertheless, the methodology simplified this problem by breaking it into 

different stages and steps so decision makers can end up with a solution that 

is connected with their enterprise‟s strategy.  

 

Applying the methodology using a real-life case study gave more ideas about 

identifying attributes for project and portfolio evaluation. Decision attributes 

and elements had to satisfy not only the objectives of Aramco as a company, 

but also the needs and requirements of the Saudi government. Literature 

provides different kinds of attributes but deciding which attributes that 

represent a particular problem is not easy. For example, the context of oil 

refining is different than oil exploration and, therefore, decision attributes for 

assessing R&D projects for both operations are different. The multi-attribute 

decision making methodology for selecting R&D portfolio went through 

different stages of attributes modification and process improvement to be in 

this final shape. 

 

The methodology was intended to consider the decision making style of 

government-owned oil companies and the degree of involvement of decision 

makers in the task of selecting R&D portfolios. The tools and techniques 

used are suitable for Aramco where decision makers are highly involved 

operationally. The three stages and their relative steps ensure that decisions 

are made by decision makers not on behalf of them. 
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7.4 Contribution to Theory and Practice 

This research makes several contributions to the field of R&D portfolio 

selection. In summary, the principal contribution comes under two headings: 

 Contribution to theory; by developing a comprehensive R&D portfolio 

selection methodology that addresses the research aim, objectives 

and a great part of the gaps identified in the literature. 

 Contribution to practice; by developing a workable, easy-to-use 

decision making methodology that addresses the needs of R&D 

portfolio selection in the oil refining industry. Feedback from people in 

the field suggests that it is an easy to follow and useable tool. 

 

The contribution components are summarised in the following points: 

1. Contribution to the understanding of decision making 

concepts and approaches (chapter 2): Literature review about 

decision making and its different approaches has been carried 

away to understand decision making processes and methods 

used. A great part was dedicated to MCDM as a useful approach 

to develop the R&D portfolio selection methodology.  

2. Contribution to the understanding of R&D portfolio selection 

methods and techniques (chapter 3): An extensive literature 

review has been included to show the different R&D portfolio 

selection methods available and understand their advantages and 

drawbacks. 

3. Identification of gaps in literature (chapters 1, 2 & 3): 

Reviewing the literature, specifically on R&D portfolio selection 
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methods, revealed gaps that need to be addressed through a 

formal research driven by the research objectives. Gaps identified 

are explained in chapter 3. 

4. Identification of needs in practice (chapters 5 & 6): Conducting 

real-life case study to test the theoretical methodology developed 

previously have contributed to perceiving the industrial 

requirements. 

5. A new decision making methodology for selecting R&D 

portfolio (chapter 5): A new methodology has been developed 

that combines different tools and techniques to answer and resolve 

issues discussed in chapter 1. The elements of the methodology 

have been tested in a industrial case study. 

6. Identification of decision attributes to evaluate and select 

Saudi oil refining R&D projects (chapter 6): Multiple project 

attributes have been identified to satisfy the needs of Saudi 

Aramco as a government-owned company. Those attributes are 

illustrated in section 6.3.1. 

7. A tool to generate alternative portfolios (chapter 5 & 6): A ILP 

model has been developed to generate portfolios that fulfil the 

preferences and constraints of R&D portfolios.  
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7.5 Future Research 

This thesis has discussed some of the decision making methods that many 

companies are trying to adopt in order to select R&D portfolios that help them 

to face the accelerating changes and challenges of today‟s technological 

environment. The methodology described in this research provides outputs 

and insights for decision makers to select projects. However, it is important to 

integrate the methodology in a strategic technology plan that aligns projects 

selected with technological needs of enterprises. 

 

The future research could be reviewed in some challenging issues appeared 

during the study. These issues are summarised below: 

 Broader validation of the R&D portfolio selection methodology: 

Full application with decision makers‟ responses would improve the 

operationality of the methodology and show how groups reach 

consensus about different decisions. Further implementation in 

different sectors would give profound insights on strengths and 

weaknesses of the methodology which was developed based on an 

individual oil sector (oil refining).  

 Computer software development: The methodology uses different 

tools and techniques which consumes valuable amount of time in 

analysing the data. Developing computer software would make the 

flow of the methodology faster. 

 Further investigation about the interaction of the R&D selection 

methodology and other management tools: Embedding the 

methodology in the overall strategy of the company is an interesting 
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issue. Many management operations and process interacts and may 

influence the portfolio selection methodology.  

 Extension of application to cover projects’ post-execution phase: 

The methodology ends when the R&D portfolio is selected. Extending 

the methodology to cover the next phases would be useful as a full 

portfolio management package. 

 Matching R&D portfolio selection with decision makers’ style: 

The different styles of managers in making decisions create a problem 

when applying portfolio selection methods. Classification of the 

available methods according to the decision making style would be 

helpful for R&D mangers. Behavioural decision making describes the 

different styles of making decision and integrating it with portfolio 

selection sounds to be promising.  
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Appendix A Examples, Strengths and Weaknesses 

of Some Decision Making Methods 

 

 

 

Example of Linear Programming (LP) (MacCarthy 2003) 

A medical institute is making two types of pain relieving tablets „A‟ and „B‟ 

consisting only of Aspirin and Caffeine as follows: 

 

Tablet 
Aspirin Content 

(grams) 

Caffeine Content 

(grams) 

A 3 2 

B 4 1 

 

There is a stock of 120 grams of Aspirin that cost 4p per gram and 60 grams 

of Caffeine that cost 5p per gram. The institute can sell tablets A at 24p each 

and tablets B at 23p each. How many of each tablet should the institute make 

from the stocks in order to maximise profit ignoring all other costs? 

 

First, consider what the decision variables might be as follows: 

 

Quantity of tablets of type A produced – denote by x1 

Quantity of tablets of type B produced – denote by x2 

 

Second, consider the objective function, which is to maximise profit. Assume 

that the profit = sales revenue – costs. 
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Sales revenue = 24 x1 + 23 x2 

Costs = [(3 x 4) + (2 x 5)] x1  +  [(4 x 4) + (1 x 5)] x2 

          = 22 x1 + 21 x2 

Profit (z) =  2 x1 + 2 x2 

 

Third, decide on the constraints that limit the values of the variables for the 

problem as follows: 

 

 For the stock of Aspirin:   3 x1 + 4 x2   ≤  120 

 For the stock of Caffeine:   2 x1 +    x2   ≤  60 

 For non-negative quantities of tablets: x1 , x2  ≥  0 

 

This stage completes the formulation of the LP problem. The general form of 

representing the formulas is as follows: 

 

   Objective: Maximise  Profit   z =  2 x1 + 2 x2 

   Subject to: 3 x1 + 4 x2   ≤  120 

     2 x1 +    x2   ≤ 60 

              x1 , x2  ≥  0 

 

The graphical solution for this problem is shown in Figure A-1: 
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Figure A-1: Graphical Solution for LP Example 

 

The green area represents the region where the optimum solution is 

expected to be. The values of x1 and x2 which maximise the profit are x1 = 

24, and  x2 = 12. The maximum profit = 2(24) + 2(12) = 72p. 

 

Example of Goal Programming (GP) (Winston 1994) 

The Leon Burnit Advertising Agency is trying to determine a TV advertising 

schedule for Priceler Auto Company. Priceler has three goals: 

 

Goal 1: Its ads should be seen by at least 40 million high-income men (HIM) 

Goal 2: Its ads should be seen by at least 60 million low-income people (LIP) 

Goal 3: Its ads should be seen by at least 35 million high-income women 

(HIW) 

 

Leon Burnit can purchase two types of ads: ads shown during football games 

and ads shown during soap operas: at most $600,000 can be spent on ads. 

The advertising costs and potential audiences of a one-minute ad of each 

type are as follows: 

 

40 30 

30 

60 

0 x1 

x2 

2 x1 +    x2   ≤ 60 

 

3 x1 + 4 x2   ≤  120 
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 HIM LIP HIW Cost 

Football ad 7 million 10 million 5 million $100,000 

Soap opera 

ad 

3 million 5 million 4 million $60,000 

 

Leon Burnit must determine how many football ads and soap opera ads to 

purchase for Priceler.  

 

 To solve this problem, assume the following: 

    x1 = number of minutes of ads shown during football games 

x2 = number of minutes of ads shown during soap operas 

 

 Then construct the formulas as done in the LP method: 

 

Objective: Maximise  z = x1 + x2   

Subject to:   7 x1 + 3 x2     ≥  40  (HIM constraint) 

    10 x1 + 5 x2     ≥  60  (LIP constraint) 

       5 x1 + 4 x2     ≥  35  (HIW constraint) 

                      100 x1 + 60 x2   ≤  600 (Budget constraint) 

                 x1 , x2  ≥  0 

 

 Draw the graphical representation of the problem as shown in Figure 

A-2. 
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Figure A-2: LP Graphical Solution for GP Example 

 

 From the graph, there is no point that satisfies the budget constraint 

meets all three of Priceler‟s goals. Since it is impossible to meet all of 

Priceler‟s goals, Leon Burnit might ask Priceler to identify, for each 

goal, a cost (per-unit short of meeting each goal) that is incurred for 

failing to meet the goal. Suppose Priceler determines that: 

o Each million exposures by which Priceler falls short of the HIM 

goal costs Priceler a $200,000 penalty because of lost sales. 

o Each million exposures by which Priceler falls short of the LIP 

goal costs Priceler a $100,000 penalty because of lost sales. 

o Each million exposures by which Priceler falls short of the HIW 

goal costs Priceler a $50,000 penalty because of lost sales. 

 

 Burnit now can formulate an LP that minimises the cost incurred in 

deviating from Priceler‟s three goals. To do so, define the following 

deviational variables: 

x1 

x2 

HIM 

LIP 

Budget 

HIW 

6 8 

14 

12 

10 

8 
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s
+

i = amount (in millions) by which numerically the ith goal is exceeded. 

s
-

i = amount (in millions) by which numerically the ith goal is under-

satisfied. 

 

 The objective function will be:  minimise z =  200 s
-

1  +  100 s
-

2  +  50 

s
-

3 . 

 

The objective function coefficient for the variable associated with goal i 

is called the weight for goal i. The most important goal has the largest 

weight, and so on. 

 

 The final formulation for the problem will be as follows: 

 

Objective: Minimise  z =  200 s
-

1  +  100 s
-

2  +  50 s
-

3 

Subject to:   7 x1 + 3 x2  + s
-

1  - s
+

1    =  40 (HIM constraint) 

   10 x1 + 5 x2 + s
-

2  - s
+

2     =  60 (LIP constraint) 

      5 x1 + 4 x2   + s
-

3  - s
+

3   =  35 (HIW constraint) 

                      100 x1 + 60 x2            =  600 (Budget constraint) 

              x1 , x2 , s
-

1 , s
+

1  s
-

2 , s
+

2    s
-

3 , s
+

3      ≥  0 

 

 The optimal solution to this LP is z = 250, x1 = 6, x2 = 0, s
-

1 = 0, s
+

1 = 

2, s
-

2 = 0, s
+

2 = 0, s
-

3 = 5, and s
+

3 = 0. 
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Example of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

To illustrate how the AHP works, take the example of a job seeker (Winston 

1994) who needs to choose between job offers. The job seeker (call her 

Jane) might choose between the offers by determining how well each offer 

meets the following four objectives: 

 

Objective 1:  High starting salary (SAL) 

Objective 2:  Quality of life in city where job is located (QL) 

Objective 3:  Interest in work (IW) 

Objective 4:  Job location near family and relatives (NF) 

 

The difficulty of choosing between offers is the importance of the multiple 

objectives to the decision maker (Jane). For example, one job offer may give 

the nearest location to family and relatives, but the same job offer may score 

poorly in the other three objectives. Another offer may provide a higher 

starting salary and higher quality of life in city where job is located, but it is so 

far from family and relatives. 

 

Suppose Jane has three job offers and must determine the offer to accept 

(see Figure A-3).  
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Figure A-3: The Hierarchy for Job Selection 

 

For the ith objective (i.e. i = 1, 2, 3, 4), the AHP generates a weight wi for 

each objective using the following method:  

 Start by writing down an n X n matrix A (known as the pairwise 

comparison matrix). The entry row I and column j of A (call it aij) 

indicates how much important objective i is than objective j. 

„importance‟ is to be measured on an integer-valued 1 – 9 scale (the 

fundamental scale), where aii = 1. If, for example, a13 = 3, objective 1 

is weakly more important than objective 3 and a31 = 1/3. 

 

 Suppose that Jane identified the following pairwise comparison matrix 

for her four objectives: 

SAL QL IW NF 

SAL  1  5  2  4 

  QL 1/5  1 1/2 1/2 

  IW 1/2  2  1  2 

  NF 1/4  2 1/2  1 

 

A =  

Goal 

High Starting 
Salary 

Quality of 

Life in City 

Interest in 

Work 

Near to Family 

and Relatives 

Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 
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 Unfortunately, some of Jane‟s pairwise comparisons are inconsistent. 

Jane feels SAL is twice as important as IW (a13 = 2). Since a32 = 2, 

Jane also believes that IW is twice as important as QL. Consistency of 

preferences would imply that Jane should feel that SAL is 2*2 = 4 

times as important as QL. Since a12 = 5, Jane believes that SAL is 5 

times as important as QL which shows that Jane‟s comparisons have 

a slight inconsistency. Slight inconsistencies are common and do not 

cause serious difficulties. 

 

 For each of A‟s columns, divide each entry in column i of A by the sum 

of the entries in column i. This will yield to a new matrix in which the 

sum of the entries in each column is 1 and we call it normalised A: 

 

.5128 .5000 .5000 .5333 

.1026 .1000 .1250 .0667 

.2564 .2000 .2500 .2667 

.1282 .2000 .1250 .1333 

 

 Estimate wi as the average of the entries in row i of Norm. A as 

follows: 

 

w1 =       = 0.5115 

 

 

w2 =       = 0.0986 

.5128 + .5000 + .5000 + .5333 

Norm. A =  

.1026 + .1000 + .1250 + .0667 

4 

4 
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w3 =       = 0.2433 

 

w4 =       = 0.1466 

 

Now, a four-step procedure is used to check for the consistency of the 

decision maker‟s comparisons: 

 

1. Compute Aw as follows: 

 

.5128 .5000 .5000 .5333        .5115          2.0775 

.1026 .1000 .1250 .0667        .0986          0.3959 

.2564 .2000 .2500 .2667        .2433          0.9894 

.1282 .2000 .1250 .1333        .1466          0.5933 

 

 

2. Compute:  

 

1/n     

      

= (1/4)         +         +    + 

  = 4.05 

 

 

 

.2564 + .2000 + .2500 + .2667 

.1282 + .2000 + .1250 + .1333 

4 

4 

Norm. Aw =  = 

ith entry in w i=1 

i=n ith entry in Aw 

.5115 
2.0775 

.0986 

.3959 
.2433 
.9894 

.1466 

.5933 
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3. Compute the consistency index CI as follows: 

 

CI =      =   = 0.017 

 

4. Compare CI to the random index (RI) in Table A-1. It has been shown 

that if (CI/RI) < 0.10, the degree of consistency is satisfactory, but if 

(CI/RI) > 0.10, serious inconsistency may exist and the AHP may not 

yield to meaningful results. For the example, (CI/RI) = (0.017 / 0.9) = 

0.019 < 0.10. 

 

Table A-1:  Values of the Random Index (RI) (Source: Winston 1994) 

n RI 

2 0 

3 0.58 

4 0.9 

5 1.12 

6 1.24 

7 1.32 

8 1.41 

9 1.45 

10 1.51 

 

 

To obtain the scores of an alternative for an objective, all the previous sets of 

steps will be made but for job offers instead of objectives. So for SAL, 

suppose we obtain the following pairwise comparison matrix: 

 

 

 

n - 1 

(Result from step 2) - n 4.05 - 4 
3 
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             Job 1    Job 2    Job 3 

   Job 1  1  2  4 

Job 2 1/2  1  2 

Job 3  1/4 1/2  1 

 

As it was done before, obtain the Norm. A: 

                         Job 1    Job 2    Job 3 

   Job 1  .571  .571  .571 

Job 2 .286  .286  .286 

Job 3  .143 .143  .143 

 

 

And the weights for each offer will be as follows: 

 

Job 1 salary score = 0.571 

Job 2 salary score = 0.286 

Job 3 salary score = 0.143 

 

The scores show that the best offer in respect of salary is Job 1. Next is to 

continue for the rest objectives and select the best of offers in the overall 

scores. 
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Example of AHP Using Benefit/Cost Ratio (Saaty 2001) 

This is an example of purchasing word processing equipment with two 

hierarchies of costs and benefits (Figures A-4 and A-5) showing the criteria, 

features, and decision alternatives. 

 

 

 

 

  Criteria 

 

 

  Features 

 

 

  Alternatives 

 

Figure A-4: Benefits Hierarchy 

 

 

 

 

  Criteria  

 

 

  Alternatives 

 

 

Figure A-5: Costs Hierarchy 

 

After the pairwise comparison (as illustrated in the previous example), the 

benefits/costs ratios are calculated as follows: 

Benefit
s 

Time 

Saving Filing 
Quality of 

Documents Accuracy 

Training 

Required 

Screen 

Capability 

Service 

Quality 

Space 

Required 

Printer 

Speed 

Lanier 

0.42 

Syntrex 

0.37 

Qyx 

0.21 

Costs 

Capital Supplies Service Training 

Lanier 

0.54 

Syntrex 

0.28 

Qyx 

0.18 
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 Lanier Syntrex Qyx 

Benefits/Costs 0.42/0.54 = 0.78 0.37/0.28 = 1.32 0.21/0.18 = 1.17 

 

From the above table, the preferred alternative with the highest ratio is 

Syntrex. 

 

Example of the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity 

to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) (Yoon and Hwang 1995) 

The example is about a sociology department facing the case of selecting a 

student to receive a fellowship award from among applicants to its graduate 

program. GRE, GPA, college rating, recommendation rating, and faculty 

interview rating are the selection attributes and their scores are derived from 

different scales. Table 3 shows the evaluation of six applicants based on 

these attributes. The department assigned the following importance weights 

for the five attributes as: 0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.15 and 0.15 respectively. 

 

Table A-2: Profiles of Graduate Fellowship Applicants 

Applicants 
GRE 

(X1) 

GPA 

(X2) 

College 

Rating 

(X3) 

Recommendation 

Rating (X4) 

Interview 

Rating 

(X5) 

A 690 3.1 9 7 4 

B 590 3.9 7 6 10 

C 600 3.6 8 8 7 

D 620 3.8 7 10 6 

E 700 2.8 10 4 6 

F 650 4.0 6 9 8 
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Step 1: Normalised Ratings. Normalisation is required since each attribute is 

measured on a different scale. The normalised ratings are shown below: 

 

          X1         X2         X3        X4               X5 

A 0.4381  0.3555  0.4623  0.3763  0.2306 

B 0.3746  0.4472  0.3596  0.3226  0.5764 

C 0.3809  0.4128  0.4109  0.4301  0.4035 

D 0.3936  0.4357  0.3596  0.5376  0.3458 

E 0.4444  0.3211  0.5137  0.2150  0.3458 

F 0.4127  0.4587  0.3082  0.4838  0.4611 

 

 

Where r11 was obtained from: 

0.4381 = 690 / √(690
2
 + 590

2
 + . . . + 650

2
) 

 

Step 2: Weighted Normalisation. Multiplying weights with each column of the 

normalised rating matrix produces the following: 

    X1     X2     X3     X4           X5 

A 0.1314             0.0711  0.0925  0.0564             0.0346
-
 

B 0.1124
-  0.0894  0.0719  0.0484  0.0865

+
 

C 0.1143  0.0826  0.0822  0.0645  0.0605 

D 0.1181  0.0871  0.0719  0.0806
+
 0.0519 

E 0.1333
+
 0.0642

-  0.1027
+
 0.0323

-  0.0519 

F 0.1238  0.0917
+
 0.0616

-
  0.0726  1.0692 
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Where v11 was obtained from:  

0.1314 = 0.3 * 0.4381 

 

Step 3: Positive-Ideal Solutions. Since all the chosen attributes are of benefit 

(the higher, the more performance), the positive-ideal solution consists of the 

largest value of each column, which are denoted by the symbol “+” in Step 2. 

That is, A
+
 = (0.1333, 0.0917, 0.1027, 0.0806, 0.0865). 

 

Step 4: Negative-Ideal Solutions. The group of smallest values of each 

column in Step 2 (denoted by the symbol “-“) makes the negative-ideal 

solution. That is, A
-
 = (0.1124, 0.0642, 0.0616, 0.0323, 0.0346). 

 

Step 5: Separation Measures. The separation measures from A
+
 for 

alternative A is computed as follows: 

SA

+ 
= √∑ (vAj – vj

+)
2 

        = √(0.1314 – 0.1333)
2
 + . . . + (0.0346 – 0.0865)

2
    = 0.0617 

 

Separation measures from A
+
 of all alternatives are: 

(SA

+
, SB

+
, SC

+
, SD

+
, SE

+
, SA

+
) = (0.0617, 0.0493, 0.0424, 0.0490, 0.0655, 0.0463) 
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The separation measures from A- for alternative A is computed as follows: 

SA

- 
= √∑ (vAj – vj

-)
2 

        = √(0.1314 – 0.1124)
2
 + . . . + (0.0346 – 0.0346)

2
    = 0.0441 

 

Separation measures from A
-
 of all alternatives are: 

(SA

-
, SB

-
, SC

-
, SD

-
, SE

-
, SF

-
) = (0.0441, 0.0608, 0.0498, 0.0575, 0.0493, 0.0609) 

 

Step 6: Similarities to Positive-ideal Solution. The Value of CA

+
 is calculated 

as follows: 

CA

+
 = SA

-
 / (SA

-
 + SA

+
) 

                  = 0.0441 / (0.0617 + 0.0441) = 0.4167 

 

All similarities to the positive solution are: 

(CA

+
, CB

+
, CC

+
, CD

+
, CE

+
, CF

+
) = (0.4167, 0.5519, 0.5396, 0.5399, 0.4291, 0.5681) 

 

Step 7: Preference Rank. Based on the descending order of Ci

+
, the 

preference order is given as: F, B, D, C, E, A, which selects applicant F as 

the awardee of the fellowship. Table A-3 shows the contrasting of three 

preference orders based on the positive-ideal (S
+
), negative-ideal (S

-
) and 

TOPSIS (C
+
). 
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Table A-3: Three Sets of Preference Rankings for the TOPSIS example 

Applicants 
S

+
 S

-
 C

+ 

Value Rank Value Rank Value Rank 

A 0.0617 5 0.0441 6 0.4167 6 

B 0.0493 4 0.0608 2 0.5519 2 

C 0.0424 1 0.0498 4 0.5396 4 

D 0.0490 3 0.0575 3 0.5399 3 

E 0.0655 6 0.0493 5 0.4291 5 

F 0.0463 2 0.0609 1 0.5681 1 

 

 

 

Example of Elimination Et Choix Traduisant La Réalité 

(ELECTRE) (Yoon and Hwang 1995) 

In 1988, a significant budget reduction at the University of Wyoming left the 

Athletic Department nearly $700,000 short on operating funds compared to 

previous biennium. The alternatives capable of realising the proposed budget 

cuts included dropping an entire sport from the university‟s intercollegiate 

athletic family. After much deliberation only three feasible alternatives were 

presented: The elimination of (A1) the men‟s and women‟s ski programs, (A2) 

the baseball program, and (A3) the women‟s golf team. The Athletic 

Department decided on the following attributes to evaluate the alternatives: 

(X1) the number of people directly affected, (X2) money saved by the Athletic 

Department, and (X3) miscellaneous. The decision matrix for this problem is 

presented below: 
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  X1       X2      X3 

A1 30 $174,140     3 

A2 29 $74,683     4 

A3 12 $22,496     5 

 

Step 1: Normalisation. Attributes X2 and X3 are of benefit criterion (the more, 

the better) but attribute X1 is of cost. Therefore, the values of X1 (30, 29, 12) 

are inverted (1/30, 1/29, 1/12) in order to transform this attribute to a benefit 

one. Normalisation is necessary to make the values comparable since each 

attribute has different measurement scales. The normalised matrix is shown 

below: 

 

    X1            X2     X3 

A1 0.3466  0.9126  0.4243 

A2 0.3587  0.3914  0.5657 

A3 0.8667  0.1179  0.7071 

 

Where r21 was obtained from: 

0.3587 = (1/29) / √(1/30)
2
 + (1/29)

2
 + (1/12)

2
 

 

Step 2: Weighted Normalisation. A1, A2 and A3 were given the following 

weights: 0.2, 0.7, and 0.1. Those weights are multiplied with each column of 

the normalized matrix. The weighted normalized matrix is shown below: 
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    X1            X2     X3 

A1 0.0693  0.6388  0.0424 

A2 0.0717  0.2740  0.0566 

A3 0.1733  0.0825  0.0707 

 

 

Where v11 was obtained from: 

0.0693 = 0.2 * 0.3466 

 

 

Step 3: Concordance and Discordance Sets. The concordance and 

discordance sets for the Athletic Department problem are obtained as: 

 

C(1, 2) = {2}   D(1, 2) = {1, 3} 

C(1, 3) = {2}   D(1, 3) = {1, 3} 

C(2, 1) = {1, 3}  D(2, 1) = {2} 

C(2, 3) = {2}   D(2, 3) = {1, 3} 

C(3, 1) = {1, 3}  D(3, 1) = {2} 

C(3, 2) = {1,3}  D(3, 2) = {2} 
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Step 4: Concordance and Discordance Indexes. The complete set of 

concordance and discordance indexes is as follows: 

 

   C12 = 0.7   D12 = 0.0435 

   C13 = 0.7   D13 = 0.1921 

   C21 = 0.3   D21 = 0.9565 

   C23 = 0.7   D23 = 0.3766 

   C31 = 0.3   D31 = 0.8079 

   C32 = 0.3   D32 = 0.6234 

 

Where C21 is obtained as follows: Since C(2, 1) = {1, 3}, C21 = w1 + w3 = 0.2 + 

0.1 = 0.3. D21 is computed as follows: Since D(2, 1) = {2}, D21 = │0.2740 - 

0.6388│/ (│0.0717 - 0.0693│ + │0.2740 - 0.6388│ + │0.0566 + 0.0424│) = 

0.9565. 

 

Step 5: Outranking Relationships. For the given problem, C = (0.7 + 0.7 + … 

+ 0.3)/6 = 0.5 and D = (0.0435 + 0.1921 + … + 0.6234)/6 = 0.5.  

 

Table A-4 shows the determination of outranking relationships. Three 

outranking relationships are obtained: (A1 → A2), (A1 → A3), and (A2 → A3). 

Only alternative A1 remains in the kernel, which is a set of preferred 

alternatives defined by ELECTRE. The kernel K should satisfy two 

conditions: (1) each alternative in K is not outranked by any other alternative 

in K, and (2) every alternative not in K is outranked by at least one alternative 

in K. This makes A1 the optimal choice. 
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Table A-4: Determination of Outranking Relationships 

Cij Is (Cij ≤ C)? Dij Is (Dij < D)? Is (Ai → Aj)? 

C12 Yes D12 Yes Yes 

C13 Yes D13 Yes Yes 

C21 No D21 No No 

C23 Yes D23 Yes Yes 

C31 No D13 No No 

C32 No D32 No No 

 

 

 

Strengths and Weaknesses of AHP, TOPSIS, ELECTRE and 

SMART 

Tables A-5 to A-7 represent literature review over the strengths and 

weaknesses of the MCDM methods of AHP, TOPSIS, ELECTRE and 

SMART. Each point of strength for the methods is referenced, while the 

weaknesses and the defense against them are highlighted and referenced as 

well. 
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Appendix B Economic and Financial Methods 

 

 

 

Financial evaluation methods are always concerned with the cash flows of 

the organisation. A cash flow is the movement of money in (e.g. cash in-

flows: payment for products by customers) or out (e.g. cash out-flows: 

payment for goods or services) of the organisation. Any new project will 

cause a change in the organisation‟s cash flows. In evaluating a R&D project, 

the decision makers must consider these expected changes in the 

organisation‟s cash flows and decide whether or not they add value to the 

organisation. Successful R&D projects will increase the shareholder‟s wealth 

through increased cash in-flows. Next sections will discuss some financial 

and economic evaluation measurements (techniques) with expressing the 

suitability of each technique. 

 

1. Net Present Value (NPV) 

NPV is the best financial evaluation technique that links the goal of the 

organisation to the calculated output. The calculated NPV is the actual pound 

amount by which the organisation‟s current wealth will increase if the project 

is undertaken. Its calculation accounts for the time value of money (cash now 

is worth more than money promised in the future) at the required rate of 

return, and uses this as a data input, rather than as a decision output. 
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1.1 Example 

Suppose a project, with a discount rate of 10%, was expected to yield the 

following: 

 

Year 0 1 2 3 

Investment £100,000    

Costs  £15,000 £15,000 £15,000 

Return  £50,000 £50,000 £50,000 

 

The NPV = -100000 + (50000-15000)(1.1) + (50000-15000)(1.1)2 + (50000-

15000)(1.1)3 

     = £27,435 

 

The weaknesses and problems of the other financial evaluation techniques, 

as discussed in the following sections, demonstrate the superiority of the 

NPV technique. 

 

2. Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

The IRR is the financial equivalent to an algebraic problem. The problem is: 

given a value for „Y‟, what is the solution for „x‟ in the following equation? 

 

Y = C/(1+x) + C/(1+x)2 + ………, where: C is a constant 

 

This geometric progression has the same structure as a set of discounted 

cash flows, where the numerator of the equation is the set of cash flows, and 

the „x‟ value is an interest rate. In the IRR equation, however, it is difficult to 
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define IRR in its own terms, because it effectively means something like: “the 

rate of return at which all funds, if borrowed at the IRR, could be repaid from 

the project, without the organisation having to make any cash contribution” 

(Dayananda et al. 2002). The IRR does not measure the contribution of the 

project to the organisation‟s value. 

 

2.1 Example 

For the NPV example, the funds will be prepaid from the project itself when 

the NPV = 0. The IRR that will do so is calculated s follows: 

 

NPV = 0 = -100000 + (50000-15000)(1+i) + (50000-15000)(1+i)2 + (50000-

15000)(1+i)3 

 i  =  2.48% 

 

Since this rate is below the required rate of return 10%, the project will be 

rejected. 

 

The IRR is useful for easily comparing the rate of return from the project 

being considered with various alternative returns. But there may be one or 

more solutions for the IRR. For example, a series of flows of -£190, £455,      

-£270, there can be up to two positive solutions for the IRR. These are: 

8.49% and 31%. If the required rate of return is 15%, then one IRR is below 

and the other is above the required rate, the decision maker can come to no 

sensible decision as to whether to accept or reject the project. 
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There may be no solution for the IRR. For example, given the set of cash 

flows, -£210, £455, -£270, there is no IRR solution, even though at an 

assumed required rate of 15% per annum, there is a valid NPV solution of -

£18.63. 

 

3. Pay Back Period (PBP) 

PBP is a measure of the time taken to recoup the initial outlay. For the NPV 

example, the PBP = 2.85 years. There are several problems with this 

measure: 

 

a) The cash flows are not discounted. As the time value of money is not 

taken into account, the future cash flows cannot be related to the initial 

outlay. 

b) The data outcome is not a decision variable. It does not relate to the 

organisation‟s goal of wealth maximisation. 

c) There is no objective measure of what constitutes an acceptable PBP. 

Management may set an ad hoc target, but this value is not objectively 

related to the organisation‟s goal. 

d) Cash flows accounting after the PBP are ignored. In the case where 

large outflows may occur on the termination of the project, a project 

may be wrongly accepted on the basis of a short PBP. 

 

PBP is a very unsophisticated and misleading technique, and it is not 

recommended as a measure for accepting or rejecting projects (Humphreys 

2005). It may be useful as a support measure to the NPV technique, as an 
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aid and comfort to some decision makers when considering very risky R&D 

projects. 

 

4. Accounting Rate of Return (ARR) 

ARR is the ratio of average accounting return to investment value. For 

example, suppose a project has an initial outlay of £200, and subsequent 

annual cash flows of £80, £110, £70, and £120. The average annual 

accounting return would be (80+110+70+120)/4 = £95, and the ARR would 

equal 95/200 = 47.5%. Drawbacks of ARR can be summarised as follows: 

 It does not account for the time value of money. 

 It uses accounting data that is not directly related to the wealth of the 

organisation. 

 It has no objective decision criterion. 

 

While most of the evaluation of R&D projects in the past was concerned with 

direct or tangible costs and profits, other viewpoints must be considered 

nowadays (Riggs 2004). Projects are evaluated for different characteristics or 

attributes by people with different backgrounds. Giving the same proposal to 

several groups of evaluators from different backgrounds will end with 

completely different evaluation outcomes. Different attributes of the project 

would be given different levels of importance (or weights) according to the 

evaluation group‟s beliefs and experience. 

 

Most of the evaluation techniques are based on the principles of Cost/Benefit 

Analysis (CBA). Brown and Jackson (1990) defined CBA as “a practical way 
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of assessing the desirability of projects, where it is important to take a long 

view (in the sense of looking at repercussions in the further as well as nearer 

future) and a wide view (in the sense of allowing for side effects of many 

kinds on many persons, industries, regions. Etc.), i.e. it implies the 

numeration and evaluation of all the relevant costs and benefits.” 

 

Shaner (1979) suggests four general approaches to be followed in selecting 

alternatives based on CBA with highlights on the term „weights‟ for qualitative 

costs and returns. First, if costs and returns are to be quantified in monetary 

terms, a project is acceptable when returns exceed costs. Second, if returns 

exceed costs and are the same for all alternatives, the alternative with the 

least cost is the best choice. Third, if returns and costs vary with the 

alternative but cannot be measured in monetary terms, a cost-effectiveness 

approach – that deals with qualitative returns – should be taken. Finally, if 

some of the returns and costs can be measured in monetary terms, then 

„weights‟ can be assigned to physical units to arrive at equivalent monetary 

values. These monetary values are not directly derived from the marketplace. 

Instead, they are deduced through the study of the actions of individuals and 

decision makers. 

 

Some literature describes several difficulties in the use of weights but many 

of them are subjective and tend to put them aside for the simple reason that 

they imply more work for the people in charge of decisions. However, it is 

recognised by both authors and evaluators that there is no solid evidence 

that the use of weights is inadequate. 
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Appendix C Scenario 1: Random Number Generation 
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Scenario 1: TOPSIS 
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Scenario 1: TOPSIS 
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Scenario 1: ILP Model for 

Portfolio Ranking 
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Scenario 2: 

Random Numbers Generated for 

Attribute Weights 

And 

Project Scores 
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Appendix E Attribute Weighting Methods 

 

 

 

A number of attribute weighting procedures based on the judgments of 

decision makers have been proposed in the Multi-attribute decision literature. 

The purpose of attribute weighting is to express the importance of each 

attribute relative to other attributes. The procedures presented in this report 

differ in term of their accuracy, degree of easiness to use, the degree of 

easiness of understanding on the part of the decision makers, and the 

theoretical foundation. At the end of this appendix, the methods are 

compared according to different criteria. 

 

1. Ranking Methods 

Arranging attributes in rank order is the simplest method for assessing the 

importance of weights; that is, every attribute under consideration is ranked 

in the order of the decision maker‟s preference. Either straight ranking (the 

most important = 1, second important = 2, etc.), inverse ranking (the least 

important = 1, next least important = 2, etc.), or using the dominance count 

method (See Table C-1). Once the ranking is established for a set of 

attributes, several procedures for generating numerical weights from rank-

order information are available. The focus in this report is on the most 

popular approaches: rank sum, rank reciprocal, rank exponent, and rank 

order centroid. 
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Table C-1: Matrix of Attributes Showing Dominance Count 

Attributes A B C D E Count Rank 

A 1 0 0 1 1 3 3 

B 1 1 0 1 1 4 2 

C 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 

D 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 

E 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 

 

 

a) Rank Sum Weights (RS): In the RS procedure the weights, wi, are the 

individual ranks normalised by dividing by the sum of the ranks. The formula 

producing the weights, in its simplest form can be written as: 

 

wi = 2(n + 1 - ri) / n(n + 1),  i = 1, 2, …, n 

 

where the ith rank is denoted by ri. 

 

b) Rank Reciprocal Weights (RR): RR weights are derived from the 

normalised reciprocals of an attribute‟s rank by dividing each attribute by the 

sum of the reciprocals. The formula used to calculate the weights is: 

 

wi = (1/ i) / ∑(1/ j),  i (rank) = 1, 2, …, n 

             j (attributes) = 1, 2, …, n 

 

c) Rank Exponent Weights (RE): RE requires an additional piece of 

information. The decision maker is required to specify the weight of the most 

important attribute on a 0-1 scale. This weight is entered into the formula: 

 

wi = (n - ri + 1)p / ∑ (n - ri + 1)p, i, j = 1, 2, …, n 
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which may then be solved for p by an iterative procedure. Once p is 

determined, weights for the remaining attributes can be calculated. This 

approach is has some interesting properties. For p = 0, the formula assigns 

equal weights to the evaluation attributes. For p = 1, the method results in 

rank sum weights. As p increases, normalised weights get steeper and 

steeper. 

 

d) Rank Order Centroid Weights (ROC): The basic idea of ROC is easy to 

understand. The formula is: 

 

wi = 1/n ∑
n

j=i
 1/j, i = 1, 2, …, n 

 

Edwards and Barron (1994) report the results of extensive simulations which 

suggested that ROC and „true‟ weights will agree on best alternative, which 

has the highest aggregate benefits, 75-87% of cases. When ROC weights 

did not pick the best option, the one they do pick is not too bad. Decision 

makers can use ready-made tables to find attribute weights. 

 

1.1 Example 

Assume that we have 5 attributes already ranked and needs to be weighted. 

The following table shows the calculation of the four ranking methods 

illustrated before: 
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Attribute Rank RS RR RE ROC 

A 4 0.133 0.109 0.073 0.090 

B 2 0.267 0.219 0.291 0.257 

C 5 0.067 0.088 0.018 0.040 

D 1 0.333 0.438 0.454 0.457 

E 3 0.200 0.146 0.164 0.157 

 Total 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

 

 

2. Rating Methods 

The rating methods require the decision maker to estimate weights on the 

basis of a predetermined scale; for example, a scale of 0 to 100 can be used. 

The most popular approaches are: direct rating and point allocation. 

 

a) Direct Rating Method: The direct rating method, discussed by von 

Winterfeldt and Edwards (1986), uses „direct numerical ratio judgments of 

relative attribute importance‟. There are a number of ways of implementing 

this method. 

 

In one approach the decision maker assigns in arbitrary importance of (say) 

10 to the least important attribute. Then the next most important attribute is 

identified and a decision is made about how much more important it is than 

the previous attribute and so on. The raw weights are then normalised using 

the formula: 

 

wi = wi* / ∑
n

i=1
 wi*, i = 1, 2, …, n 

 

where wi* is the ith raw weight and wi is the ith normalise weight. 
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One way to obtain weights is by using swing weights. These are derived by 

asking the decision maker to compare a change (or swing) from the least-

preferred to the most-preferred value on one attribute to a similar change in 

another attribute within the same group. The alternative approach involves 

arbitrarily assigning a raw weight of 100 to the attribute where switching from 

the worst to the best option on that attribute is most desirable. The 

desirability of making similar worst-to-best switches on each of the other 

attributes is then assessed relative to this, yielding raw weights on a scale 

with a maximum of 100. Finally the weights are normalised to sum either 1 or 

100. 

 

2.1 Example 

 Assume that there are four attributes that have been identified before: 

Probability of technical success, Budget, Competence and Time. The 

decision maker is asked to imagine a hypothetical project with all these 

attributes at their least-preferred levels, that is, a project which has the least 

probability of technical success, the least probability of budget, the least 

probability of time, and the worst level of competence. Then he is asked; if 

just one of these attributes could be moved to its best level, which would he 

choose? The decision maker may select „probability of technical success‟. 

After this change has been made, he is asked which attribute he would next 

choose to move to its best level, and so on until all the attributes have been 

ranked. Assume that the decision maker's rankings are:  

(1) Probability of technical success 

(2) Budget 
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Competence 

80 

Worst 

Best 

Best 

Best 

Worst Worst 

(3) Competence  

(4) Time 

 

We can now give „probability of technical success‟ a weight of 100. The other 

weights are assessed as follows. The decision maker is asked to compare a 

swing from the least project in budget to the most one in budget, with a swing 

from the project with smallest probability of technical success to the largest 

one. He may decide that the swing in 'budget' is 80% as important as the 

swing in 'probability of technical success', so budget is given a weight of 80. 

Similarly, a swing from the worst 'competence' to the best is considered to be 

60% as important as a swing from the smallest to the largest probability of 

technical success, so 'competence' is assigned a weight of 60. The same is 

done with „time‟ and the weight assigned can be 20. Figure C-1 illustrates the 

results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C-1: Swing Weights for the Example 
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As shown below, the four weights obtained sum to 260, and it is better to 

'normalize' them so that they add up to 100 (this will make later stages of the 

analysis easier to understand). Normalization is achieved by simply dividing 

each weight by the sum of the weights (260) and multiplying by 100.  

 

 

          Normalised weights (to  

Attribute     Original weights  nearest whole number) 

Probability of technical success   100    38 

Budget        80    31 

Competence       60    23 

Time        20      8 

                 260              100 

 

 

b) Point Allocation Method: This method requires the decision maker to 

allocate 100 points across the attributes of interest. Specifically, it is based 

on allocating points ranging from 0 to 100, where 0 indicates that the attribute 

can be ignored and 100 represents the situation where only one attribute 

need be considered in a given decision situation. The more points an 

attribute receives, the greater its relevant importance. 

 

2.2 Example 

Consider a plant allocation problem involving three attributes. The decision 

maker might assign a weight of 30 points to accessibility to the transportation 

system, 50 points to the cost of establishing the plant, and 20 points to the 

availability of water. Consequently, weights of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.2 can be 

assigned to the three attributes, respectively. 
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An alternative to the point allocation method is a ratio estimation procedure 

(Easton 1973), a modification of the point allocation method. It starts by one 

of the ranking methods. A score of 100 is assigned to the most important 

attribute. Proportionately smaller weights are then given to attributes lower in 

the order. The procedure is continued until a score is assigned to the least 

important attribute. Then the score assigned to the least important attribute is 

taken as an anchor point for calculating the ratios. Specifically, the score for 

the least important attribute is divided by the score for each attribute; that is, 

the ratio is equal to wi / w*, where w* is the lowest score and wi is the score 

for the ith attribute. This ratio expresses the relative desirability of a change 

from the worst level of that attribute to its best value, in comparison with a 

change from the worst level to the best level of the first attribute. This 

procedure is repeated for the next most important attribute until weights are 

assigned to all attributes. Finally, the weights are normalised by dividing each 

weight by the total. 

 

2.3 Example 

Consider the table used in the ranking methods example. Weights using ratio 

estimation procedure are shown in the following table: 

 

Attribute Straight 

Rank 

Ratio 

Scale 

Original 

Weight 

Normalised 

Weight A 4 50 5.0 0.168 

B 2 75 7.5 0.252 

C 5 10 1.0 0.034 

D 1 100 10.0 0.335 

E 3 63 6.3 0.211 

  Total 29.8 1.000 
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3. Pairwise Comparison Method 

The pairwise comparison method was developed by Saaty (1980) in the 

context of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). This method involves 

pairwise comparisons to create a ratio matrix. It takes as an input the 

pairwise comparisons and produces the relative weights as output. AHP uses 

a fundamental scale of absolute values for representing the strength of 

judgments (See Table C-2). The method can be best be described by an 

example. 

 

3.1 Example 

Take the example of a job seeker (Winston 1994) who needs to choose 

between job offers. The job seeker (call her Jane) might choose between the 

offers by determining how well each offer meets the following four objectives: 

 

Objective 1:  High starting salary (SAL) 

Objective 2:  Quality of life in city where job is located (QL) 

Objective 3:  Interest in work (IW) 

Objective 4:  Job location near family and relatives (NF) 

 

The difficulty of choosing between offers is the importance of the multiple 

objectives to the decision maker (Jane). For example, one job offer may give 

the nearest location to family and relatives, but the same job offer may score 

poorly in the other three objectives. Another offer may provide a higher 

starting salary and higher quality of life in city where job is located, but it is so 

far from family and relatives. 
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For the ith objective (i.e. i = 1, 2, 3, 4), the AHP generates a weight wi for 

each objective using the following method:  

 

 Start by writing down an n X n matrix A (known as the pairwise 

comparison matrix). The entry row i and column j of A (call it aij) 

indicates how much important objective i is than objective j. 

„importance‟ is to be measured on an integer-valued 1 – 9 scale (the 

fundamental scale), where aii = 1. If, for example, a13 = 3, objective 1 

is weakly more important than objective 3 and a31 = 1/3. 

 

 Suppose that Jane identified the following pairwise comparison matrix 

for her four objectives: 

SAL QL IW NF 

SAL  1  5  2  4 

  QL 1/5  1 ½ ½ 

  IW ½  2  1  2 

  NF ¼  2 ½  1 

 

 

 Unfortunately, some of Jane‟s pairwise comparisons are inconsistent. 

Jane feels SAL is twice as important as IW (a13 = 2). Since a32 = 2, 

Jane also believes that IW is twice as important as QL. Consistency of 

preferences would imply that Jane should feel that SAL is 2*2 = 4 

times as important as QL. Since a12 = 5, Jane believes that SAL is 5 

times as important as QL which shows that Jane‟s comparisons have 

A =  
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a slight inconsistency. Slight inconsistencies are common and do not 

cause serious difficulties. 

 

 For each of A‟s columns, divide each entry in column i of A by the sum 

of the entries in column i. This will yield to a new matrix in which the 

sum of the entries in each column is 1 and we call it normalised A: 

 

.5128 .5000 .5000 .5333 

.1026 .1000 .1250 .0667 

.2564 .2000 .2500 .2667 

.1282 .2000 .1250 .1333 

 

 Estimate wi as the average of the entries in row i of Norm. A as 

follows: 

 

w1 =       = 0.5115 

 

w2 =       = 0.0986 

 

w3 =       = 0.2433 

 

w4 =       = 0.1466 

 

Now, a four-step procedure is used to check for the consistency of the 

decision maker‟s comparisons: 

 

 

 

 

 

.5128 + .5000 + .5000 + .5333 

Norm. A =  

.1026 + .1000 + .1250 + .0667 

.2564 + .2000 + .2500 + .2667 

.1282 + .2000 + .1250 + .1333 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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5. Compute Aw as follows: 

 

.5128 .5000 .5000 .5333        .5115  2.0775 

.1026 .1000 .1250 .0667        .0986  0.3959 

.2564 .2000 .2500 .2667        .2433  0.9894 

.1282 .2000 .1250 .1333        .1466  0.5933 

 

6. Compute  

 

1/n     

      

= (1/4)         +         +    + 

   

= 4.05 

 

 

7. Compute the consistency index CI as follows: 

 

CI =      =   = 0.017 

 

 

8. Compare CI to the random index (RI), which is the consistency index 

of a randomly generated pairwise comparison matrix, in Table C-3. It 

has been shown that if (CI/RI) < 0.10, the degree of consistency is 

satisfactory, but if (CI/RI) > 0.10, serious inconsistency may exist and 

the AHP may not yield to meaningful results. For the example, (CI/RI) 

= (0.017 / 0.9) = 0.019 < 0.10. 

 

 

 

 

Norm. Aw =  = 

ith entry in w i=1 

i=n ith entry in Aw 

.5115 
2.0775 

.0986 

.3959 
.2433 
.9894 

.1466 

.5933 

n - 1 

(Result from step 2) - n 4.05 - 4 
3 
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Table C-3:  Values of the Random Index (RI) (Source: Winston 1994) 

n RI 

2 0 

3 0.58 

4 0.9 

5 1.12 

6 1.24 

7 1.32 

8 1.41 

9 1.45 

10 1.51 

 

 

 

4. Comparing the Methods 

Table C-4 summarises the major features of the three methods for assessing 

attribute weights modified from Malczewski‟s (1999) comparison table. 

 

 

Table C-4: Comparison of Methods for Assessing Attribute Weights 

 Method 

Feature Ranking Rating Pairwise 

Comparison No. of Judgments n n n(n – 1)/2 

Response Scale Ordinal Interval Ratio 

Hierarchical Possible Possible Yes 

Underlying Theory None None Statistics/Heuristic 

Ease of Use Very Easy Very Easy Easy 

Trustworthiness Low High High 

Precision Approximations Quite Precise Quite Precise 

Software 

Availability 

Spreadsheets Spreadsheets Expert Choice 
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